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1 Editorial
In this summer issue of the Psi-k Newsletter we have several reports on re ent Psi-k supported
workshops and one

ollaborative visit. These are followed by a number of job announ ments and

abstra ts of newly submitted or re ent papers.
The s ienti

highlight of this issue is by Leonardo Guidoni (L'Aquila), Carme Rovira (Bar elona)

and Marialore Sulpizi (Cambridge) on "Ab initio methods for biologi al systems: state of the art
and perspe tives".
For further details on this newsletter, please

he k the table of

ontent.

The Uniform Resour e Lo ator (URL) for the Psi-k webpage is:

http://www.psi-k.org.uk/

Please submit all material for the next newsletters to the email address below.
The email address for

onta ting us and for submitting

ontributions to the Psi-k newsletters is

fun tion
psik- oorddl.a .uk messages to the oordinators, editor & newsletter
Dzidka Szotek, Martin Lüders and Walter Temmerman
e-mail: psik- oorddl.a .uk
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2 Psi-k Programme
Towards Atomisti

2.1

Materials Design

Reports on the Psi-k Supported Workshops

2.1.1 Report on the 4th International ABINIT Developer Workshop
Autrans (Fran e)
24th  27th Mar h 2009
Psi-k Network, GdR-DFT and S ienomi s
P. Blaise, D. Caliste⋆ , T. Deuts h, L. Genovese and V. Olevano

http://wwwold.abinit.org/2009-Abinit

Initiated in 2002, the series of ABINIT developer workshops, organized ea h other year, plays
an important role in the life of the ABINIT

ommunity. It is the o

asion for the most a tive

ABINIT developers, as well as a few expert users, and sele ted invitees, to gather and ex hange
information, and present re ent developments.

The future of ABINIT is also dis ussed, and

re ommendations are issued.

This year, the number of parti ipants rea hed 56 people in luding four invited speakers from
dierent other

ommunities. This opening to developers outside ABINIT and their interesting

ontributions show the maturity of this software. These invited
eld of post-ground state

ontributions were done in the

al ulations with the talk about Yambo, a software for Many-Body

al ulations in solid state and mole ular physi s (A. Marini). The se ond talk in this eld was
about the

apability to

ompute the Maximaly Lo alized Wannier Fun tions for a

stru ture

al ulations with the help of the Wannier90 library (A. Mosto). In these both

ABINIT is used as the fundamental tool to

elerated band
ases,

ompute the ground state of the system. The se ond

axis of the invited talks was about the improvement of ABINIT with the help of outside

on-

tributions. On one hand this was done with the presentation of a Linux distribution pa kager
point of view about the pa kage and its distribution (D. Berkholz) and on the other hand by
the presentation of the XC library initially developped for O topus software but on the way for
in lusion inside ABINIT (M. Marques).

Beside these outside
their

ontributions, dierent labs implied in the development of ABINIT presented

ontributions. One should remember two main axis. The rst was about the ongoing eort
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to implement the missing fun tionnalities in the PAW formalism in
tionnalities of norm- onserving pseudo-potentials.
the spin orbit

omparison with the fun -

This in ludes the non- olinear magnetism,

oupling and the DFPT formalism (M. Torrent) ; but also the

ulate Mössbauer spe tra and to

ompute the response to an ele tri

apability to sim-

or a magneti

eld within

the PAW formalism (J. Zwanziger) ; or also the development of the lo al exa t ex hange (F.
Jollet). The se ond main axis was in the eld of the GW approximation and its improvements
(better paralllelism, method for fewer empty bands. . . )

as presented by F. Bruneval and M.

Giantomassi. Besides these two axis, several other points were dis ussed. One

an

ite the ef-

fort to port ABINIT to super- omputers, with massively parallel network (F. Bottin), hybrid
ar hite tures (L. Genovese) or distributed

omputational power (M. Oliveira). Finally, several

appli ations of the ABINIT program were presented, like the key exploration done by M. Mikami
for warm-white led engineering, the ab initio explanation of the stru ture of GeMn nano- olumns
(E. Arras) or temperature dependan e of the band energy in semi ondu tors (P. Boulanger).

The workshop was also the pla e for several dis ussions about the development of the ABINIT
software. Among these talks, the do umentation and user oriented tutorials and information were
dis ussed around the availability and improvement of the new web site. One other dis ussion
session was dedi ated to the required de isions to

ontinue the development of ABINIT with the

same level of quality with an always growing software base and
will need to enfor e its

oding standards and

to version 6 that will allow to

With all these diverse

urrent

ontributors. Indeed, ABINIT

ode through a beauti ation phase to go

ontinue to easily and safely add new fun tionnalities.

ontributions, external, physi s and software engineering, the meeting was

onsidered by all the attendees as a very good working session resulting in several a hievements.
The full program is available on-line at

http://wwwold.abinit.org/2009-Abinit
as is also the list of the parti ipants.

Programme

Tuesday 24th
12.30-14.00

14.00

Lun h time

Introdu tion+SWOT

Ch.: X. Gonze, T. Deuts h & G.-M. Rignanese

14.30

PAW session:

M. Torrent(25')
J. Zwanziger(25')
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G. Jomard(A) (10')
A. Ja ques (10' +10')

15:50-16.20

16.20

Tea/ oee break

Correlated ele trons:

B. Amadon(25')
F. Jollet(25')
D. Adams (A) (10')

17.20 Build system

17.30

Dis ussion (30')

Mod.: J.-M. Beuken
Web

18.00-19.00

Poster session

Wednesday 25th
9.00

Methodologi al developments:

L. Genovese (25')
M. Man ini(25')
A. Lherbier(A) (10')
A. Romero (A) (10')

10.15-10.45

10.45

Tea/ oee break

Links with ommunities:

D. Caliste (25')
M. Marques (25')
A. Mosto(25')

12.00

S ienomi s

X. Krokidis (30')

12.30-14.00

14.00

Lun h time

Software engineering:
6

Ch.: M. Cté
X. Gonze (25')
J.-M. Beuken(25')

14.50

Dis ussion (30')

Mod.: M. Cté
An.: X. Gonze, J.-M. Beuken & A. Ja ques
Merge/testing
15.20-15.50

15.50

Tea/ oee break

Software engineering:

Ch.: M. Cté
Y. Pouillon(25')
T. Deuts h(15')

16.30

Dis ussion (30')

Mod.: M. Cté
An.: T. Deuts h & Y. Pouillon
Build system

17.00

Software engineering:

Ch.: M. Cté
D. Berkholz (25')

17.25

Dis ussion (25' +25')

An.: A. Ja ques, D. Berkholz & G.-M. Rignanese
Pa kaging
SWOT

Advisory board
19.00 Poster session

18.25

Thursday 26th
9.00

Perturbation:

Ch.: R. Cara as
P. Boulanger(25')
M. Torrent(25')
M. Verstaete (25')
F. Da Pieve (A) (10')
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10.25-10.55

Tea/ oee break

J. Zwanziger(25')
P. Hermet(A) (10')

11.30

Dis ussion (40')

Mod.: R. Cara as
An.: X. Gonze, Y. Pouillon & M. Giantomassi
Beauti ation
12.10-14.00

14.00

Lun h time

GW+BS:

Ch.: M. Torrent
F. Bruneval(25')
M. Giantomassi(40')
T. Rangel (25')
M. Cazzaniga (A) (
10')
15.40-16.10

Tea/ oee break

16.10 A. Marini(25')

16.35

High performan e:

F. Bottin(25')
M. Oliveira (25')
J. Laamme (A) (10')

17.35

Dis ussion (HPC) (55')

Mod.: M. Torrent
An.: F. Bottin, L. Genovese, M. Oliveira & M. Cté
GPU
Multi-parallelism

Evening:

So ial diner

Friday 27th

9.00

Appli ations:
8

Ch.: J. Zwanziger
S. Bla kburn(20')
P. Blaise (20')
E. Arras (20')

10.00

Tea/ oee break

R. Cara as (20')
M. Mikami(20')

11.10

Dis ussion (80')

Mod.: J. Zwanziger
An.: X. Gonze & Y. Pouillon
ABINIT6
Debrieng

12.30

Lun h time

List of parti ipants follows on the next page.
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Daniel.Bil

Mr Adams Donat

AT ulg.a .be

CEA, DAM, DIF
F 91297 Arpajon, Fran e

Mr Bla kburn Simon

donat.adams AT

Université de Montreal

ea.fr

Département de physique
Mr Amadon Bernard

Pavillon Roger-Gaudry (D-428)

CEA, DAM, DIF

2900, boul. édouard-Montpetit

F-91297 Arpajon Cedex

Montréal (Québe ) H3T 1J4

Fran e

simon.bla kburn AT umontreal. a

bernard.amadon AT

ea.fr
Mr Blaise Philippe

Mr Arras Emmanuel

CEA/MINATEC

CEA-INAC

17 rue des Martyrs

17, rue des Martyrs

38054 Grenoble

38054 Grenoble Cedex 9

philippe.blaise AT

edex 9
ea.fr

Fran e
emmanuel.arras AT

ea.fr

Mr Bottin François
CEA

Mr Berger Arjan

F 91297 Arpajon, Fran e

LSI, E ole Polyte hnique, Palaiseau, Fran e

fran ois.bottin AT

ea.fr

European Theoreti al Spe tros opy Fa ility
(ETSF)

Mr Boulanger Paul

arjan.berger AT polyte hnique.edu

Université Catholique de Louvain and Université de Montréal
Pla e Croix du Sud, 1

Mr Berkholz Donnie

Louvain-La-Neuve, Belgique

Gentoo Linux / Oregon State University

1348

dberkholz AT gentoo.org

paul.boulanger AT student.u louvain.be

Mr Beuken Jean-mi hel

Mr Boulet Pas al

Université

Aix-Marseille University

atholique de Louvain

1, Pla e Croix du Sud

laboratoire Chimie Proven e

Lab PCPM

Site de St-Jérme

1340 Louvain-la-Neuve

Avenue Es adrille Normandie-Niemen

jean-mi hel.beuken AT u louvain.be

13397 Marseille CEDEX 20
pas al.boulet AT univ-proven e.fr

Mr Bil

Daniel

Université de Liege

Mr Bousquet Eri

Institut de Physique, Bat. B5

Université de Liège

Allee du 6 aout, 17

Institut de Physique, B5a

B- 4000 Sart Tilman

Allée du 6 Août, 17

BELGIUM

B4000 Sart Tilman
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PCPM, ETSF, Université Louvain La Neuve

eri .bousquet AT ulg.a .be

Pla e Croix du Sud 1, Louvain La Neuve (BelMr Bruneval Fabien

gium)

CEA/DEN

fabiana.dapieve AT u louvain.be

CEA/Sa lay
91191 Gif-sur-Yvette

Miss Dávila Martínez Rosa

Fran e

Cinvestav Unidad Querétaro

fabien.bruneval AT

Libramiento Norponiente No. 2000, Fra

ea.fr

ionamiento

Real de Juriquilla, C.P. 76230, Santiago de QueréMr Caliste Damien

taro, Qro., Méxi o.

CEA-INAC

rosydavila AT gmail. om

17, rue des Martyrs
38054 Grenoble Cedex 9

Miss Delaveau Muriel

Fran e

CEA IDF - Bruyeres le

damien. aliste AT

hatel

91297 Arpajon Cedex

ea.fr

muriel.delaveau AT

ea.fr

Mr Cara as Razvan
CNRS

Mr Deuts h Thierry

E ole Normale Superieure de Lyon

CEA-INAC

Laboratoire de S ien es de la Terre

17 rue des Martyrs

46 allee d'Italie

38054 Grenoble Cedex 9

Lyon

Thierry.Deuts h AT

ea.fr

razvan. ara as AT ens-lyon.fr
Mr Genovese Luigi
Mr Cazzaniga Mar o

ESRF

Universita' degli studi di Milano

6, rue Horowitz

Via Celoria,16

BP 220

20133 Milano

38043 Grenoble CEDEX

Italy

Fran e

mar o. azzaniga AT unimi.it

luigi.genovese AT esrf.fr

Mr Cté Mi hel

Mr Ghosez Philippe

Departement de physique, Université de Mon-

Université de Liège

tréal

Allée du 6 Août, 17 (B5)

Pavillon Roger-Gaudry, A-405

4000 LIEGE (BELGIUM)

Université de Montréal

Philippe.Ghosez AT ulg.a .be

C.P. 6128, su

. Centre-ville

Montréal Québe

H3C 3J7

Mr Giantomassi Matteo

Canada

UCL Belgium

Mi hel. ote AT umontreal. a

1, pla e Croix du Sud
B-1348 Louvain-la-neuve

Miss Da Pieve Fabiana

Matteo.Giantomassi AT u louvain.be
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Mr Gonze Xavier

Mr Krokidis Xenophon

Université Catholique de Louvain

S ienomi s

1, pla e Croix du Sud

16, rue de l'Ar ade

B-1348 Louvain-la-neuve

75008 Paris

xavier.gonze AT u louvain.be

Xenophon.Krokidis AT s ienomi s. om

Mr Hermet Patri k

Mr Laamme Janssen Jonathan

FUNDP

Université de Montréal

Laboratoire de Physique du solide

Département de physique

Rue de Bruxelles, 61

Pavillon Roger-Gaudry (A-427)

5000 Namur

2900, boul. édouard-Montpetit

Belgium

Montréal, Québe ,

patri k.hermet AT fundp.a .be

Canada, H3T 1J4
jonathan.laamme.janssen AT umontreal. a

Miss Iles Nadia
Institut des Nano-S ien es de Paris

Mr Leroux Stéphane

Campus Bou i aut, Bat 2, pi e e 2.1.17
140, rue de Lourmel, Paris 75015, Fran e
n_ilesdz AT yahoo.fr

Mr Ja ques Alain

Mr Lherbier Aurelien

Université

UCL/PCPM

atholique de Louvain

Laboratoire PCPM

Bâtiment Boltzmann,

Bâtiment Boltzmann

1 Pla e Croix du Sud,

1 Pla e Croix du Sud

B-1348 Louvain-La-Neuve

1348 Louvain-la-Neuve

BELGIQUE

Belgium

aurelien.lherbier AT u louvain.be

alain.ja ques AT u louvain.be
Mr Man ini Mar o
Mr Jollet François

CEA, DAM, DIF

CEA

F 91297 Arpajon, Fran e

Centre DAM Ile de Fran e

man74 io AT gmail. om

Bruyères le Chatel
91297 Arpajon

edex

fran ois.jollet AT

ea.fr

Mr Marini Andrea
Department of Physi s, University of Rome 'Tor
Vergata'

Mr Jomard Gerald

Via della ri er a s ienti a 1, 00133 Roma (Italy)

CEA, DAM, DIF

andrea.marini AT roma2.infn.it

F-91297 Arpajon Cedex
Fran e
gerald.jomard AT

Mr Marques Miguel
ea.fr

CNRS
Laboratoire de Physique de la Matière Conden-
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sée et Nanostru tures (LPMCN) - Université

Trinity College Dublin

Lyon I

S hool of Physi s

Bâtiment Brillouin, Domaine s ientique de la

Trinity College

DOUA

Dublin 2

69622 Villeurbanne Cedex

Ireland

Fran e

Charles.Patterson AT t d.ie

marques AT teor.s.u .pt
Mr Pesant Simon
Miss Miglio Anna

Universite de Montreal

UCL

Département de physique

1, pla e Croix du Sud

Pavillon Roger-Gaudry (D-428)

B-1348 Louvain-la-neuve

2900, boul. édouard-Montpetit

a miglio AT gmail. om

Montréal (Québe ) H3T 1J4
simon.pesant AT umontreal. a

Mr Mikami Masayoshi
Mitsubishi Chemi al Group S ien e and Te h-

Mr Pouillon Yann

nology Resear h Center, In .

Universidad del País Vas o UPV/EHU

1000, Kamoshida- ho, Aoba-ku, Yokohama 227-

ETSF - Centro Joxe Mari Korta

8502, Japan

Avenida de Tolosa, 72

mikami.masayoshi AT mv.m-kagaku. o.jp

20018 Donostia-San Sebastián
España
yann.pouillon AT ehu.es

Mr Mosto Arash
Imperial College London
Department of Materials

Mr Rangel Gordillo Tonatiuh

Exhibition Road

UCL Belgium

London SW7 2AZ

Rampe du Val 6 / 302

United Kingdom

tonatiuh.rangel AT u louvain.be

a.mosto AT imperial.a .uk
Mr Rignanese Gian-mar o
Mr Olevano Valerio

Université

atholique de Louvain

CNRS, Institut Néel

Unité PCPM

17 avenue des Martyrs, Grenoble

Pla e Croix du Sud, 1

valerio.olevano AT grenoble. nrs.fr

1348 Louvain-la-Neuve
Belgium gian-mar o.rignanese AT u louvain.be

Mr Oliveira Mi ael
LPMCN - Universitâ Lyon I
Bâtiment Brillouin, Domaine s ientique de la

Mr Romero Aldo Humberto

DOUA

CINVESTAV-Unidad Queretaro

69622 Villeurbanne Cedex

Libramiento Norponiente 2000, Real de Juriquilla

mi ael AT teor.s.u .pt

Queretaro, CP 76230, Queretaro, Mexi o
aromero AT qro. investav.mx

Mr Patterson Charles
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Mr Shaltaf Riad

Mr Zwanziger Josef

ETSF-PCPM

Dalhousie University

UCL/SE/FSA/MAPR/PCPM

Dept. of Chemistry, 6274 Coburg Road, Hali-

Bâtiment Boltzmann, a+1

fax Canada B3H4J3

1 pla e Croix du Sud

jzwanzig AT gmail. om

1348 Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgique)
riad.shaltaf AT u louvain.be

Mr Stankovski Martin
UCL-PCPM
1 Pla e Croix du Sud
1348 Louvain-la-Neuve
Belgium ms519 AT york.a .uk

Mr Torrent Mar
Commissariat à l'Énergie Atomique
CEA, DAM, DIF
91297 Arpajon Cedex
Fran e
mar .torrent AT

ea.fr

Miss Vargas Calderon Alejandra
CINVESTAV Unidad Queretaro
Libramiento Norponiente No. 2000, Fra

ionamiento

Real de Juriquilla, C.P. 76230, Santiago de Querétaro, Qro., Méxi o.
alevargas AT qro. investav.mx

Mr Verstraete Matthieu
Universidad del Pais Vas o
ETSF / Dept de Fisi a de Materiales
Edi io Korta
Av de Tolosa 72
E-20018 San Sebastian / Donostia
matthieu.jean.verstraete AT gmail. om

Mr Waroquiers David
Université Catholique de Louvain
1, pla e Croix du Sud
B-1348 Louvain-la-neuve
david.waroquiers AT u louvain.be
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2.1.2 Report on the" KKR Workshop IV: Methodology and Appli ations"

June 12-14, 2009

Resear h Institute For Solid State Physi s and Opti s, Hungarian A ademy of S ien es,
Budapest, Hungary
Sponsored by Psi-k, RISPO HAS, NEFIM
Organizers: B. Ujfalussy, L. Szunyogh, L. Udvardi, J. Kollar
Web page: http://kkrws.phy.bme.hu
The workshop was organized to
Rostoker (KKR) resear h

ontinue the regular series of meetings of the Korringa-Kohn-

ommunity organized under the support of Psi-K (Muni h 2004, Bristol

2006, Canterbury 2008). The very purpose of the proposed workshop to keep the KKR method
in the forefront of ab initio based

omputational materials s ien e. by bringing together experts

and students of leading groups in Europe, in the United States and in Japan to dis uss re ent
advan es related to the methodologi al developemnents in KKR, as well as

urrent problems of

ondensed matter s ien e.
Highlighted topi s of the workshop were as follows:
(i) Methodologi al developements, with emphasis to large s ale and full potential

al ulations.

th birthday of Rudi Zeller!
A spe ial session fo using on these issues was devoted to the 60
(ii) Fun tional materials for spintroni s: oxides, half-metals and multiferroi s.
(iii) Nanomagnetism and

orrelation ee ts in magneti

(iv) Finite temperature metalli

systems.

magnetism in heterogeneous systems and nanostru tured mate-

rials.

Program

June 12, Friday

14:00 Wel ome address (Laszlo Szunyogh, Balazs Ujfalussy)

Spintroni s
14:05 Hisazumi Akai (Uni Osaka): New half−metalli

antiferromagnets and their transport

properties
14:30 Pawel Bu zek (MPI Halle): Energies and life−times of magnons in half−metalli

Heusler

alloys
14:55 Dzidka Szotek (Daresbury): Stru tural phase transitions and fundamental band gaps
Mgx Zn1−x O alloys from rst prin iples

15

15:20 M. Carmen Muñoz (CSIC Madrid): Ferromagnetism at ZnO [0001℄ surfa es
15:45 Ingrid Mertig (MLU Halle): Ferroi

Materials and Novel Fun tionalities

16:10−16:30 Coee

Nanomagnetism, surfa e physi s
16:30 Arthur Ernst (MPI Halle): Magnetism in nanostru tures: rst prin iples investigations
with a multiple−s attering approa h
16:55 Silvia Gallego (CSIC Madrid): Surfa e ee ts in the anisotropy of Co lms
17:20 Juergen Henk (MPI Halle): Rashba−type spin splitting in surfa e alloys
17:45 Samir Lounis (FZ Jueli h): Observation of subsurfa e defe ts with the ele tron fo using
ee t
18:10 Phivos Mavropoulos (FZ Jueli h): Lifetime Redu tion of Surfa e States Caused by
Impurity S attering

June 13, Saturday

Correlated systems
9:00 Martin Lüders (Daresbury): The dierent avors of SIC in DFT
9:25 Walter Temmermann (Daresbury): Disordered Lo al Moment Des ription of Magnetism in
3d−monoxides and heavy 4f 's
9:50 S. Hossein Mirhosseini (MPI Halle): Self−intera tion

orre tion in Gadolinium: magneti

properties and surfa e states
10:15 Diemo Ködderitzs h (LMU Muni h): Relativisti

OEP for solids

10:40−11:00 Coee

Spe tros opy
11:00 Jan Minar (LMU Muni h): Correlation versus temperature: angle−resolved
photoemission in the range between 10 eV and 10 keV
11:25 Ondrej Sipr (AS CR Prague): Role of valen e−band
spe tra investigated via LDA+DMFT

orrelations in XAS and XMCD

al ulations

11:50 Masako Ogura (Uni Osaka): First−prin iples

al ulation of opti al

ondu tivity using the

KKR−CPA method and Kubo−Greenwood formula

12:15

−

14:00 Lun h and Poster Session

Methodology, Full−Potential KKR
14:00 Rudi Zeller (FZ Jueli h): Advan es in the iterative solution of the TBKKR Dyson
equation for large systems
14:25 Peter Weinberger (CNS Vienna): Des ribing surfa es: semi−innite des riptions versus
thin m approa hes
14:50 Hubert Ebert (LMU Muni h): Solving the Poisson−equation within full−potential KKR
al ulations by means of Sa ks's formula
15:15 Aurelian Rusanu & G. Mal olm Sto ks (ORNL): Re ent developments in Full−Potential
MST at ORNL

16

15:40 Dmitry Fedorov (MLU Halle): Mun−Tin Zero as a hidden parameter in the KKR
method
energies in ab−initio magneti

16:05 Robert Hammerling (CMS Vienna): Magnetostati
anisotropy
16:30

−

al ulations

18:00 Coee and Round−table Dis ussion

19:30 Banquet

June 14, Sunday

Magnetism
9:30 Balazs Gyory (Uni Bristol): KKR, Super ondu tivity and Magnetism
9:55 Sergeiy Mankovsky (LMU Muni h): Ex hange
magneti

oupling tensor and its appli ation to study

properties of nanosystems using Monte Carlo simulation

10:20 David Bauer (FZ Jueli h): Classi al Spin Dynami s of Nano lusters at Finite
Temperature
10:45 Laszlo Udvardi (TU Budapest): Dire t Monte−Carlo method for deposited magneti
nanostru tures

11:10−11:30 Coee

11:30 Laszlo Szunyogh (TU Budapest): Spin−Hamiltonian Based on the Relativisti
Disordered Lo al Moment S heme
11:55 Julie B. Staunton (Uni Warwi k): The Relativisti
Magnetism: Magneti

Disordered Lo al Moment Theory of

Intera tions in Heterostru tures and Complex Latti es

12:20 Mar us Eisenba h (ORNL): Thermodynami s of magneti

systems from rst prin iples:

Combining Multiple S attering ab initio methods (LSMS) with

lassi al Monte−Carlo

12:45 Closing & lun h

Posters:
Stephan Lowitzer (LMU Muni h): Cal ulating transport properties using the
Kubo−Greenwood formalism
Corina Etz (MPI Halle): Ab−initio determination of the magneto−opti al properties of
(Com Irm )n on Ir(111)
Martin Gradhand (MLU Halle): Cal ulation of relativisti

wavefun tions in the KKR method

Steven Wal zak (MLU Halle): Non−equilibrium Green's fun tion approa h in the KKR
formalism
Guntram Fis her (MLU Halle): Cal ulation of Magneti

Properties in Correlated Systems

Alberto Marmodoro (Uni Warwi k): Ele trons in systems with several types and degrees of
disorder: the Non−Lo al Coherent Potential Approximation for multi−atom per unit

ell

materials
Ivetta Slipukhina (CEA Grenoble): Magneti
some intermetalli

Mn−Ge

properties and Mn−Mn ex hange intera tion in

ompounds

Eszter Simon (RISPO Budapest): Anisotropi

Rashba splitting and
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onsequen es on impurity

intera tions
Alexander Thiess (FZ Jueli h): Massively Parallel Implementation of Lloyd's Formula
Manuel dos Santos Dias (Uni Warwi k): Anisotropi

Magneti

Correlations at Finite

Temperature in RDLM

List of parti ipants

Juergen Henk

Mpi-Halle

Mal olm Sto ks

Oak Ridge

Guntram Fis her

Uni-Halle

Dmitry Fedorov

Uni-Halle

Pawel Bu zek

Mpi-Halle

Martin Gradhand

Uni-Halle

Hossein Mirhosseini

Mpi-Halle

Robert Hammerling

Tu-wien

Alexander Thiess

Jueli h

Masako Ogura

Osaka

Manuel dos Santos

Dias Warwi k

David Bauer

Jueli h

Alberto Marmodoro

Warwi k

Samir Lounis

Jueli h

Hubert Ebert

Muni h

Peter Dederi hs

Jueli h

Diemo Ködderitzs h

Muni h

Phivos Mavropoulos

Jueli h

Steven Wal zak

Uni-Halle

Corina Etz

Mpi-Halle

Stephan Lowitzer

Muni h

Ivetta Slipukhina

Grenoble

Sergeiy Mankovsky

Muni h

Ingrid Mertig

Uni-Halle

Jan Minar

Muni h

Arthur Ernst

Mpi-Halle

M. Carmen Muñoz

Madrid

Mar us Eisenba h

ORNL

Silvia Gallego

Madrid

Mar us Dane

ORNL

Julie Staunton

Warwi k

Aurelian Rusanu

ORNL

Rudolf Zeller

Jueli h

Eszter Simon

RISPO

Ondrej Sipr

AS CR

Janos Kollar

RISPO

Dzidka Szotek

Daresbury

Balazs Ujfalussy

RISPO

Walter Temmerman

Daresbury

Laszlo Szunyog

BME

Martin Lueders

Daresbury

Attila Szilva

BME

Balazs Gyory

Bristol

Laszlo Udvardi

BME

Peter Weinberger

Tu-wien

Laszlo Balog

BME

Hisazumi Akai

Osaka

Krisztian Palotas

BME
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2.1.3 Report on Workshop on Nanos ale Carbon Materials
"Computational Studies of Defe ts in Nanos ale Carbon Materials"
CECAM-HQ-EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
May 11-13, 2009
CECAM, Psi-K, and Springer
Arkady Krasheninnikov, University of Helsinki and Helsinki University of
Te hnology Savas Berber, Gebze Institute of Te hnology, Turkey David
Tomanek, Mi higan State University, USA
CECAM Home Page:

http://www. e am.org/workshop-0-313.html
MSU Home Page:

http://nanotube.msu.edu/dn 09/

Summary
The workshop "Computational Studies of Defe ts in Nanos ale Carbon Materials"(DNC09) took
pla e in CECAM-HQ-EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland, in May 2009. The workshop was followed
by another workshop on a very
fa t one day was

lose subje t "Carbon and Inorgani

ommon, so that the presentations on the

matters relevant to both workshops.

Nanotubes", (CINN09). In

ommon day dealt with the s ienti

The DNC09 workshop was attended by 39 parti ipants

(in luding the organizers) from all over the world. The nan ial support from CECAM (Euro
7,500), Psi-K (Euro 4,000) and Springer (Euro 500) made it possible to invite a
number of world-renown experts working on defe ts in nanos ale

onsiderable

arbon materials. As the main

idea behind this workshop was to bring together representatives of solid-state physi s and materials s ien e

ommunities who use

omputational tools to dis uss the state of our understanding

of defe ts in

arbon nanostru tures, most speakers had theoreti al ba kground and

on entrated

on the theoreti al progress. In addition to the theoreti al advan es, re ent progress in the experiment was

overed by several speakers. As detailed below, the latest and most important results

in the eld were presented by the speakers and by other parti ipants during the poster session.
In addition to the already published results, a
presented. The
of

entral point was the detrimental and bene ial roles of defe ts in the behavior

arbon nanosystems and related issues su h as the produ tion of defe ts under ele tron and

ion irradiation, the
properties of
by

onsiderable amount of new unpublished data was

hara terization of defe ts by various te hniques, and the engineering of the

arbon nanosystems by

hemi al methods. Su h a

ontrollable introdu tion of defe ts through irradiation and

ombination of

omplementary topi s (theory/experiment, theo-

reti al method development/appli ations et .) resulted in interesting and produ tive s ienti
dis ussion whi h should have a strong impa t on the development of the eld and
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ould eventu-

ally give rise to new

ollaborations. Based on the enthusiasti

the parti ipants of the workshop, we believe the event was a su
out that the workshop attra ted a

ontext of young resear her training.

ontent of the workshop

As mentioned in the workshop proposal, defe ts in nanos ale

arbon materials, su h as nanotubes

and graphene, may fully govern their me hani al and ele troni
may

ess. It should also be pointed

onsiderable number of students and young postdo s, so that

the event was also important in the

S ienti

feedba k we have re eived from

properties. Moreover, defe ts

ause intriguing behavior in luding magnetism. Presen e of defe ts in solids is in general

believed to be mostly detrimental. This is also true for
redu e the me hani al toughness and ele troni

arbon nanomaterials: indeed, defe ts

ondu tan e.

However, there are bene ial

ee ts of defe ts, in luding stiening of loosely- onne ted nanotube networks or nu leation sites
for stru tural transformations, whi h have been mostly overlooked.
in

arbon nanomaterials require

Be vi e or virtue, defe ts

omplete understanding at the mi ros opi

level. The aim of

the workshop was to bring together representatives of solid-state physi s and materials s ien e
ommunities who use atomisti

omputer simulations to understand the role of defe ts in

nanostru tures at the mi ros opi

arbon

level, and dis uss re ent progress in our understanding of

the role of defe ts. Besides this, several experts gave an overview of the state-of-the-art in the
experiments.
The following main topi s were addressed:

1. The types and abundan e of point defe ts in nanostru tured

arbon materials, su h as

graphene, nanotubes, fullerenes, et , identi ation of defe ts
2. Ee t of defe ts on the ele troni

and me hani al properties of nano-stru tured

arbon

materials.
3. Produ tion of defe ts in

arbon nanotubes and graphene under irradiation.

4. Defe t-mediated magnetism in nanostru tured

arbon materials.

5. Experimental studies of native and irradiation-indu ed defe ts in

arbon nanosystems.

Although the main stress of the workshop was on simulations, the last topi

was very important

for establishing links between the simulation and experimental results and for nding out new
simulations

hallenges.

Topi 1: The types and abundan e of point defe ts in nanostru tured arbon materials
This issue was addressed in the presentation by Florian Banhart, University of Strasbourg,
Fran e, who gave an overview of new experimental developments with a parti ular stress on
graphene. He presented new results of experimental studies on point defe ts in
terials

arbon nanoma-

arried out in an aberration- orre ted transmission ele tron mi ros ope (TEM). Additional

experimental information on the signatures of native and irradiation-indu ed defe ts in s anning
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tunneling mi ros opy (STM) images of

arbon nanotubes was given by Oliver Groening, Swiss

Federal Laboratories for Materials Testing and Resear h, Switzerland. They spoke about point
defe ts su h as va an ies and interstitials and their signatures in TEM and STM images. It was
pointed out that due to high energeti
bon nanomaterials the

barriers separating dierent atomi

ongurations in

on entration of defe ts may be nonequilibrium under

From the viewpoint of theory, the dis ussion was

ertain

ar-

onditions.

ontinued by Steven Louie who spoke on

density fun tional theory (DFT) simulations of defe ts in graphene nanoribbons and nanotubes
and on how defe ts inuen e ele troni

transport in these materials. Oleg Yazyev, Swiss Federal

Institute of Te hnology, Lausanne, Switzerland, gave further details of rst-prin iples simulations
of defe ts in nano arbons, in luding defe ts in double-layer graphene and graphite. The overview
of point defe ts was also given in the presentations of the workshop organizers, S. Berber, D.
Tomanek and A. Krasheninnikov. Formally their presentations were in the CINN09 workshop,
but as the talks were given on the " ommon" day, these presentations

an be dis ussed in the

ontext of the topi s addressed at the DNC09 workshop. It was pointed out that sp2-bonded
arbon nanomaterials have a unique ability to heal defe ts su h as va an y

lusters by forming

new bonds and mending the "holes" trough non-hexagonal rings.
Extended defe ts were dis ussed in the presentation by Irene Suarez-Martinez, Institut des
Matériaux Jean Rouxel, Fran e, and in part by Laszlo Forro, E ole Polyte hnique Fédérale
de Lausanne, Switzerland. Carbon nanotube intramole ular jun tions were addressed by Andres
Ayuela, University of San-Sebastian, Spain. Su h jun tions, whi h normally give rise to interfa e
states, are typi ally made of topologi al defe ts arising from the
dierent

onne tion between tubes of

hiralities. As pointed out in the presentation, although interfa e states are

ommonly

regarded as a drawba k in devi e performan e, they may a tually provide a means of a hieving
diode behavior at the nanos ale.

Topi 2: Ee t of defe ts on the ele troni and me hani al properties of nanostru tured arbon materials
This topi

was addressed in the presentations by Susumu Saito, Tokyo Institute of Te hnology,

Japan. He pointed out that doping of semi ondu ting nanotubes by boron and nitrogen atoms is
an important pro ess to make p-type and n-type semi ondu tor nanotubes. Experimentally, however, the atomi ally

ontrolled substitutional doping into nanos ale materials in luding

arbon

nanotubes remains to be realized in the future. S. Saito also reported a study of the energeti s
and geometries of B and N-doped
theory. The ele troni
semi ondu ting
to

arbon nanotubes in the framework of the density fun tional

properties of impurity-indu ed states ("impurity levels") in B and N doped

arbon nanotubes were also studied in detail. Their spatial distribution is found

orrelate well with the depth of the state from the top (bottom) of the valen e ( ondu tion)

band. Deep states show rather narrow spatial distribution, while shallow states show wider distribution. This topi

was also addressed in the presentations by S. Louie who pointed out that

doping of naontubes with B and N atoms may give rise to the new lo alized states whi h do not
dire tly

ontribute to the

ondu tan e. S. Louie and D. Tomanek also dis ussed the ee ts of

defe ts at the edges of graphene ribbons on the spin-polarized transport in these systems. It was
on luded that defe ts may be bene ial, as edge defe ts (in pra ti e unavoidable, but dierent
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at dierent edges), may blo k spin-polarized

urrent with a parti ular spin value, whi h may be

useful for spintroni s.
As for me hani al properties, Laszlo Forro presented experimental results on improvements of the
bending modulus of

arbon nanotube bundle due to ele tron irradiation. This happens through

irradiation-indu ed

ovalent bonds between the nanotubes whi h prevent sliding, and give rise

to an improvement of me hani al properties of nanotube samples: despite a small drop in the
Young modulus and tensile strength due to va an ies, irradiation may have an overall positive
ee t. The theory of irradiation-mediated enhan ement of me hani al properties of multi-walled
nanotubes, nanotube bundles and nanotube bu ky paper were presented by A. Krasheninnikov.
The ele troni

transport in pristine and defe ted nanotubes was dis ussed at length byJ.-C.

Charlier, Université Catholique de Louvain, Belgium.

He spoke on the modi ations indu ed

by various defe ts in the ele troni

arbon nanotubes, as reveled from rst-

prin iples

properties of the

al ulations. As the defe ts also play a key role in the

nanotubes, the study of the modulation of the

hemi al rea tivity of

ondu tan e due to spe i

arbon

mole ules adsorbed

at the defe ted nanotube surfa e was presented.
The ee ts of defe ts on the ele troni

properties of

arbon nanomaterials were also dis ussed by

Fran es o Mer uri, University of Perugia, Italy, within the framework of a
Finally, the inuen e of defe ts on the me hani al and ele troni

properties of

hemi al approa h.
arbon nanotubes

was dis ussed by Gotthard Seifert, Dresden University of Te hnology, Germany, and a
to similar phenomena in non- arbon nanotubes was made,
on experimental studies of inorgani

omparison

orroborated by a presentation fo used

nanotubes by Dmitri Golberg, Japan.

Topi 3: Produ tion of defe ts in arbon nanotubes and graphene under irradiation
Numerous experiments pointed out that

ontrollable introdu tion of defe ts into the

network may give rise to new fun tional devi es, e.g.,
Irradiation is a suitable tool for

arbon nanotube-based quantum dots.

reation of defe ts either in the whole sample or in

using fo used ion or ele tron beams. As for the latter,

arbon

ertain parts

reation of defe ts by ele tron beam is

parti ularly hot subje t nowadays, as modern ele tron mi ros opes with aberration- orre ted
illumination systems allow the fo using of an ele tron beam onto a spe imen area of 0.1 nm
in diameter.

Hen e, it is not only possible to obtain images by s anning the beam over the

spe imen but also to irradiate the material in pre-determined areas with atomi -s ale pre ision.
As dis ussed by F. Banhart, atoms in graphiti

stru tures

an be displa ed by ele tron beam

with ele tron energies above 80 keV. Thus the transmission ele tron mi ros ope
reate point defe ts or extended defe t stru tures in graphiti
manner, so that this te hnique

an be used to

nanomaterials in a

an be used for engineering the atomi

and ele troni

ontrollable
stru ture of

arbon system. The theoreti al aspe ts of defe t produ tion under ele tron and ion irradiation
as well as defe t evolution were dis ussed by O. Yazyev, D. Tomanek, A. Krasheninnikov.

Topi 4: Defe t-mediated magnetism in nanostru tured arbon materials
Observations of magnetism in various metal-free

arbon systems su h as polymerized fullerenes

and graphite have stimulated mu h experimental and theoreti al resear h work on the magneti
properties of all- arbon systems.

The driving for e behind these studies was not only to
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re-

ate te hnologi ally-important, light, non-metalli

magnets with a Curie point well above room

temperature, but also to understand a fundamental problem: the origin of magnetism in a system whi h traditionally has been thought to show diamagneti
magnetism may originate from defe ts.
in a signi ant magneti
atom

behavior only.

The observed

Indeed, irradiation of graphite with protons resulted

signal, whi h was explained in terms of va an y-hydrogen interstitial

omplexes. The overview of this problem, along with DFT simulations of magneti

arbon

systems with defe ts, was given by O. Yazyev.
A theoreti al study of substitutional Ni, Co and Fe impurities in graphene was presented by
Daniel San hez Portal, Centro de Fisi a de Materiales, San Sebastian, Spain. It was shown that
only Co atoms are magneti
that the magneti
sublatti es.

In

with a magneti

moment of

∼ 1µ

B for the isolated impurity, and

moment depends on the number of Co substitutions in A and B graphene

ontrast to Co impurities, Ni substitutional defe ts show a zero magneti

ment in at graphene. However, Ni impurities develop a non-zero magneti
arbon nanotubes. This surprising behavior stems from the pe uliar
ele troni

stru ture of Ni impurities. It was

in systems with Ni impurities

mo-

moment in metalli

urvature dependen e of the

on luded that magneti /nonmagneti

an be expe ted by applying anisotropi

transitions

strain to a at graphene

layer.

Topi 5: Experimental studies of native and irradiation-indu ed defe ts in arbon
nanosystems
The new developments in experiments were presented by F. Banhart, D. Golberg, O. Groening and non-invited parti ipants of the workshop, as dis ussed above. The dialog between the
theorists and experimentalist at the workshop was parti ularly important: the new unpublished
experimental results posed new questions to the theorists, and the workshop was a very good
opportunity to dis uss new simulations
Unfortunately, due to three

hallenges.

an ellations (Y. Miyamoto, M. Endo from Japan had to

an el

their trips due restri tions introdu ed by their organizations in the light of swine u; A. Rubio
ould not

ome due to personal matters), several important aspe t of defe ts in nanostru utred

arbon materials (annihilation of defe ts during the growth of

arbon nanotubes, spe tros opi

hara terization of defe ts) were not fully addressed. Nevertheless, based on presentations and
dis ussion during the workshop, one

Main s ienti
•

an draw the following

on lusions:

on lusions:

The level of theoreti al understanding of defe ts in single-layer
as graphene and single-walled

arbon nanomaterials su h

arbon nanotubes is quite high, as evident from a good

agreement between theoreti al and experimental results. Less is known about defe ts in
multi-walled
a

•

arbon nanotubes or multi-layer graphene. The problem here is the rigorous

ount for van der Waals intera tion between the graphiti

sp2-bonded

sheets.

arbon nanomaterials have a unique ability to heal defe ts su h as va an y

lusters by forming new bonds and mending the "holes" trough non-hexagonal rings.

•

Due to high energeti

barriers separating dierent atomi
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ongurations in

arbon nano-

materials the

•

Defe ts in
ele troni

•

on entration of defe ts may be nonequilibrium under

arbon nanomaterials
properties in

ertain

onditions.

an have an overall positive ee t on the me hani al and

arbon nanomaterials.

Defe t may give rise to magnetism in graphene and graphite, and the experimental results
on the appearan e of magneti

signal in

arbon systems after irradiation

an naturally be

explained in terms of irradiation-indu ed defe ts.

•

Controllable introdu tion of defe ts by ele tron and ion irradiation is a promising tool for
tailoring the properties of nanostru tured

arbon materials.

P r o g r a m m e

Day 1 - May 11th, 2009
08:30 to 09:00 - Registration and Opening Remarks
09:00 to 09:45 A01-invited: Florian Banhart
The formation and observation of individual va an ies in

arbon nanotubes by a fo used ele tron

beam
09:45 to 10:30 A02 - invited: Steven G Louie
Graphene nanostru tures: Edges, ribbons, superlatti es, and defe tive tubes
10:30 to 11:00 - Coee Break
11:00 to 11:45 B - Summary Contributed Presentations
11:45 to 12:30 - Contributed Session B
12:30 to 14:00 - Lun h Break
14:00 to 14:45 C01- invited: Dmitri Golberg
Engineering of lled

arbon nanotubes in a transmission ele tron mi ros ope

14:45 to 15:30 C02 - invited: Susumu Saito
Energeti s and Ele troni

Properties of Doped Carbon Nanotubes

15:30 to 16:00 - Coee Break
16:00 to 16:30 D01-

ontributed: Irene Suarez-Martinez

Chemistry of dierent
16:30 to 17:00 D02 -

arbon nanoforms
ontributed: Gueorgui Gueorguiev

Defe ts as stru ture-dening features in Fullerene-like Carbon Nitride and Phosphorus-Carbide
17:00 to 17:30 D03 -

ontributed: Sami Malola

Edge re onstru tions and gold in-plane of graphene

Day 2 - May 12th, 2009
09:00 to 09:45 E01- invited: Laszlo Forro
Extended defe ts in

arbon nanotubes and graphene

09:45 to 10:30 E02 - invited: Chris Ewels
Metals on Carbon Nanotubes
10:30 to 11:00 - Coee Break
11:00 to 11:45 F-Summary Contributed Presentations
11:45 to 12:30 - Contributed Session F
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12:30 to 14:00 - Lun h Break
14:00 to 14:45 - G01 - invited: Oleg Yazyev
Defe ts in graphene and graphite: formation and magnetism
14:45 to 15:30 G02 - invited: Daniel San hez Portal
Substitutional Transition-Metal Impurities in Grapheni

Nanostru tures

15:30 to 16:00 - Coee Break
16:00 to 16:45 - H01 - invited: Oliver Gröning
Ele tron s attering observed by STM/STS at arti ially

reated defe ts on single-walled

arbon

nanotubes
16:45 to 17:15 - H02 Atomi
mati

ontributed: Giulio Biddau

Pathways Towards the Synthesis of Fullerenes and Triazafullerenes from Poly y li

Aro-

Hydro arbons

17:15 to 17:30 H03 -

ontributed: Andres Ayuela

Interfa e States in Carbon Nanotube Jun tions: Rolling up graphene 18:30 to 23:00 - Conferen e
Dinner

Day 3 - May 13th, 2009
09:00 to 09:45 J01 - invited: Jean-Christophe Charlier
Quantum Transport in Carbon Nanostru tures in luding Defe ts
09:45 to 10:30 J02 - invited: Fran es o Mer uri
Modeling of low-dimensional

arbon nanostru tures:

an e ient approa h based on

hemi al

riteria
10:30 to 11:00 - Coee Break
11:00 to 11:45 L01 - invited: Gotthard Seifert
The inuen e of Defe ts in Inorgani

Nanotubes on Ele troni

11:45 to 12:30 - Closing remarks
12:45 to 14:00 - Lun h Break
14:00 to 18:00 - CINN09 Workshop
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and Me hani al Properties

2.1.4

Report on Workshop on Transport in Nanostru tures

"Theoreti al Modeling of Transport in Nanostru tures"
CECAM-HQ-EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland
Jun 02, 2009 - Jun 05, 2009
CECAM, Psi-k and Quantum Wise
Magnus Paulsson and Ví tor Manuel Gar ía-Suárez

http://www. e am.org/workshop-272.html

The aim of the workshop Theoreti al Modeling of Transport in Nanostru tures was to bring
together various groups related to the topi
developing and using dierent

We

odes themselves, in an eort to in rease the appli ability

odes and look for solutions to some of the problems fa ed by the

Current rst-prin iples

urrently

odes, mainly in Europe but also in the rest of the world.

fo used on both the results and the
and e ien y of the

of ab-initio quantum transport that are

odes based on density fun tional theory (DFT) allow the

ommunity.

al ulation of

the transport properties of systems with hundreds of atoms. These systems in lude mole ules
between metalli

or semi ondu ting leads, atomi

onstri tions and

hains, nanowires and nan-

otubes. The agreement between theory and experiments is getting better as the
improve and in most
of magnitude.

odes and theory

ases the dieren es between theory and experiment are within one order

Several attempts have been made to in rease the appli ability of DFT meth-

ods, to in lude inelasti

ee ts, spin degrees of freedom, non- ollinear magnetism, the spin-orbit

intera tion, and beyond-DFT approa hes like self-intera tion ee ts, GW approa hes, and timedependent DFT (TDDFT). The aim at present is to develop feasible approa hes to determine
more a

urately the transport properties of a wide range of mole ules.

Su h approa hes were

reviewed and dis ussed extensively in the workshop.

The workshop was divided in four days and in luded 34 talks and more than 10 posters. The
number of parti ipants was 49 and in luded people from Europe, Ameri a, Asia and Australia.
The most

ommon topi

in all talks and posters was ab-initio quantum transport based on a

ombination of Density Fun tional Theory and non-equilibrium Green's fun tions. There were
also other topi s related to quantum transport and the ele troni
in luded

ondensed matter physi s, strongly

orrelated systems and

List of parti ipants:
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stru ture of matter, whi h
omputational physi s.

Carl-Olof Almbladh, Andrés Arnau, Marius Bürkle, Ioan Baldea, Harold Baranger, Peter Bokes,
Giovanni Borghi, Supriyo Datta, Anna Delin, Mads Engelund, Ferdinand Evers, Mike Ford,
Thomas Frederiksen, Mi hael Galperin, Amador Garí a Fuente, Aran Gar ía-Lekue, Vi tor
Geskin, Björn Hardrat, Eva Marie Kalivoda, Olov Karlström, George Kir zenow, Andor Kormanyos, Tomasz Kostyrko, Colin Lambert, Alejandro López-Bezanilla, Jing-Tao Lu, Leonhard
Mayrhofer, Eunan M Eniry, Frederi o Novaes, Pablo Ordejón, Juan José Pala ios, Kyungwha
Park, Fabian Pauly, Alessandro Pe

hia, Alexandre Reily Ro ha, Stephan Ro he, Ivan Rungger,

Daniel Sán hez Portal, Gabriele S lauzero, Alexander Smogunov, Robert Stadler, Kurt Stokbro,
Kristian Thygesen, T havdar Todorov, Alessandro Troisi, Yu Wang, Zeila Zanolli
Program
Day 1 - June, 2nd 2009

•

14:30 to 15:00 - Wel ome

•

15:00 to 15:30 - Colin Lambert
Controlled Ele tron Transport Through Single Mole ules

•

15:30 to 16:00 - Harold Baranger
Strong Correlations in Quantum Dots and Wires: Quantum Monte Carlo Studies

•

16:00 to 16:30 - Vi tor Geskin
Partial vs. integer ele tron transfer in mole ular assemblies: on the importan e of multideterminant theoreti al des ription and the ne essity to nd a solution within DFT

•

16:30 to 17:00 - Coee Break

•

17:00 to 17:30 - Mike Ford
Density Fun tional based

•

al ulations for nanostru tures

ontaining large numbers of atoms

17:30 to 18:00 - Supriyo Datta
Nanodevi es and Maxwell's Demon

Day 2 - June, 3rd 2009

•

09:00 to 09:30 - Kurt Stokbro
New developments for ab initio and semi-empiri al modeling of quantum transport in
ele troni

•

devi es

09:30 to 10:00 - Mi hael Galperin
Opti al response of

•

urrent- arrying mole ular jun tions

10:00 to 10:30 - Tomasz Kostyrko
A quest for a mole ular diode based on the me hanism of elasti
jun tions

•

10:30 to 11:00 - Coee Break
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s attering in asymmetri

•

11:00 to 11:30 - George Kir zenow
Theoreti al Modeling of Transport in Mole ular Nanostru tures: A Pragmati

•

11:30 to 12:00 - Frederi o Novaes
Tunneling a ross a ferroele tri

•

Approa h

barrier: a rst-prin iples study

12:00 to 12:30 - Fabian Pauly
Controlling transport properties by mole ular stru ture and light

•

12:30 to 15:00 - Lun h Break

•

15:00 to 15:30 - Ferdinand Evers
Interplay of

harging,

onformation and magnetisation in metal (II) organi

omplexes: a

DFT study

•

15:30 to 16:00 - Juan José Pala ios
Spintroni s with graphene nanoribbons

•

16:00 to 16:30 - Ivan Rungger
Bound and weakly

oupled states in ele tron transport

•

16:30 to 17:00 - Coee Break

•

17:00 to 17:30 - Anna Delin
Nanomagneti

•

phenomena in transition metal nanowires

17:30 to 18:00 - T havdar Todorov
Can

•

al ulations

urrent drive an atomi -s ale motor?

18:00 to 19:30 - Poster Session

Day 3 - June, 4th 2009

•

09:00 to 09:30 - Daniel Sán hez Portal
Tilt angle dependen e of ele troni

transport in mole ular jun tions of self-assembled alka-

nethiols

•

09:30 to 10:00 - Alessandro Pe

hia

NON-EQUILIBRIUM GREENS FUNCTIONS AND DENSITY FUNCTIONAL TIGHTBINDING: A CRITICAL REVIEW AND PERSPECTIVES OF FUTURE DEVELOPMENT

•

10:00 to 10:30 - Kristian Thygesen
In orporating Ex hange-Correlation Ee ts in Quantum Transport through Nano-s ale
Jun tions

•

10:30 to 11:00 - Coee Break
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•

11:00 to 11:30 - Robert Stadler
Interferen e ee ts and Fermi level alignment in ele tron transport through nitro-benzene
nano-jun tions

•

11:30 to 12:00 - Alessandro Troisi
Mi ros opi

Modelling of

harge transport in mole ular

rystals, polymers and liquid

rys-

tals

•

12:00 to 12:30 - Thomas Frederiksen
Ele tron-vibration

•

ouplings in single-mole ule jun tions

12:30 to 12:45 - Kurt Stokbro
Software demonstration from QuantumWise A/S

•

12:45 to 15:00 - Lun h Break

•

15:00 to 15:30 - Peter Bokes
Strobos opi

•

15:30 to 16:00 - Alexandre Reily Ro ha
Ele troni

•

wavepa ket basis for time-dependent quantum transport simulations

transport in disordered systems: from gas sensors to spintroni s

16:00 to 16:40 - Pablo Ordejón
Transport in graphene layers

onne ted by

•

16:30 to 17:00 - Coee Break

•

17:00 to 17:30 - Kyungwha Park

arbon nanotubes

First-prin iples study of ele tron transport through the single-mole ule magnet Mn12

•

17:30 to 18:00 - Carl-Olof Almbladh
Kadano-Baym dynami s in strongly

•

orrelated nanostru tures

20:00 to 23:00 - Dinner

Day 4 - June, 5th 2009

•

09:00 to 09:30 - Andrés Arnau
Generalization of Bardeen's transfer Hamiltonian method to in lude inelasti
to ele tron vibration

•

urrents due

oupling

09:30 to 10:00 - Jing-Tao Lu
Atomi

dynami s in the presen e of ele troni

urrent: Semi- lassi al Langevin equation

approa h

•

10:00 to 10:30 - Stephan Ro he
Computational Strategies to Ta kle Mesos opi
Low-Dimensional Stru tures
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Transport & Devi e Simulation in Complex

•

10:30 to 11:00 - Coee Break

•

11:00 to 11:30 - Alexander Smogunov
Ele tron transport a ross lo ally magneti

•

11:30 to 12:00 - Zeila Zanolli
Defe tive

•

nano onta ts

arbon nanotubes: magnetism, spin transport and gas sensing appli ations

12:00 to 12:30 - Mads Engelund
Heat Transport and Lo alized Vibrational Modes in Mono-Atomi

•

12:30 to 12:40 - Closing word
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Gold Chains

2.2

Reports on Psi-k Supported Collaborative Visits

2.2.1 Report on a Collaborative Visit of Manuel dos Santos Dias
Collaborative Visit of Manuel dos Santos Dias (University of Warwi k) to
the Department of Theoreti al Physi s of the Budapest University of
Te hnology and E onomi s
I visited the group of Prof.

László Szunyogh

1 in the Department of Physi s of the Budapest

University of Te hnology and E onomi s from May 11th to 22nd, 2009. The purpose of this visit
was to establish a

ollaboration between his group and our group at the University of Warwi k,

headed by Prof. Julie Staunton
neti

2 . We aim to develop and implement the formalism for the mag-

sus eptibility obtained from linear response on the Relativisti

Disordered Lo al Moment

(RDLM) state. The visit was intended to last for a week, but fortunate
me to extended it for another week without additional

ir umstan es allowed

osts.

Our proposed methodology is based on the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) method for ele troni

stru ture

al ulations, as developed in Multiple S attering Theory language. This Green's

fun tion method is very suitable to treat systems in whi h one has to perform ensemble averages
over

ongurations, either due to

imation, or magneti

hemi al disorder  using the Coherent Potential Approx-

disorder  the Disordered Lo al Moment s heme.

The non-relativisti

3
des ription of the stati magneti sus eptibility is well developed , while its relativisti
ounter,
5
4
. The full relativisti extension of the theory will
part was only partially treated, as of today
allow the exploration of ee ts related to the magneti

anisotropy of the systems under study,

and this is the task that we intended to undertake, using a RDLM des ription.

This is very

relevant to my PhD work, as I fo us on trying to understand whi h properties of ex hange bias
systems

6

an be derived from rst-prin iples ele troni

stru ture

al ulations.

During my stay I was able to be ome pro ient in the usage of the SKKR software pa kage

7 , whi h performs KKR

al ulations using the s reened stru ture

systems.

onsisted of the Cu(100) surfa e, then with some Fe layers deposited

Tests systems

on it. A bulk

al ulation for IrMn was also performed, by joining two semi-innite systems of

this material. Both ordered and DLM
the SKKR pa kage we
anisotropi

onstants method on layered

magneti

al ulations were

ould start implementing the new

onsidered. After I was familiar with
ode, whi h will allow us to obtain

orrelations in layered systems, at nite temperature. I had many fruitful

dis ussions during my stay, on theoreti al and pra ti al aspe ts of the problem, and on alternative/ omplementary approa hes to it.
1

http://www.phy.bme.hu/szunyogh/
http://www2.warwi k.a .uk/fa /s i/physi s/theory/resear h/ele trstr
3
I.D. Hughes et al. Nature 446, 650-653 (2007)
4
J.B. Staunton et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 257204 (2004)
5
J.B. Staunton et al., Phys. Rev. B 74, 144411 (2006)
6
U. Nowak, in Handbook of Magnetism and Advan ed Magneti Materials, Vol.2, edited by H. Kronmüller and
S. Parkin, Wiley, Chi hester (2007), pp. 858876
7
L. Szunyogh et al., Phys. Rev. B 49, 2721-2729 (1994)
2
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I am very grateful to the Psi-k network for making this visit possible. A spe ial thank you goes
to Prof. Alfréd Zawadowski, whi h made my extended visit possible, and to the warm hospitality
I re eived from him and all the members of the Department of Theoreti al Physi s in Budapest.
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3 General Job Announ ements
Ph.D and Postdo toral positions in
Computational Materials Physi s
University of Twente, Ens hede, The Netherlands
3 Postdo

4 PhD/

positions in Theoreti al Condensed Matter Physi s/Computational Materials

S ien e are available for graduates/PhDs with a top grade in theoreti al physi s or

hemistry to

arry out resear h on

•

First-prin iples Quantum Transport (Spin and Mole ular Ele troni s)

•

Novel Nano-Ele troni

•

Lightweight Hydrogen Storage Materials

Materials (Graphene; Oxide interfa es)

The resear h is funded by the Dut h FOM (Fundamental Physi s of Matter; 4 positions) and
ACTS (Advan ed Chemi al Te hnologies for Sustainability; 1 position) resear h foundations and
by the EU (2 positions). Common to all the proje ts is the use of ab-initio ele troni

stru ture

al ulations to study the physi al properties (magneti , opti al and ele tri al) of

ondensed

matter and to relate them to their

hemi al

omposition and atomi

stru ture. Candidates will

be expe ted

have a broad knowledge of theoreti

•

to a quire/

•

to study in detail modern methods of ele troni

•

to develop new theoreti al methods in a form suitable for numeri al implementation and

•

to apply them in the relevant problem areas.

Experien e with modern methods of ele troni
Su

essful

andidates will get a

al

ondensed matter physi s,

stru ture theory,

stru ture

1+ years.

ontra t for 4/

ne essary.

al ulation is desirable/

The gross salary for a PhD student in

the rst year is 2,042.- per month whi h will in rease to 2,612.- in the fourth year. For
salaries are in the range
Candidates (PhD

2,861. - 3,755.- per month depending upon experien

postdo s,

e.

andidates should be no older than 26 years of age) are invited to submit

appli ations in luding a CV, list of university

publi ations as well as the names and full

ourses followed and grades obtained,

onta t details of 2 referees to:

Prof. P.J. Kelly,
Fa ulty of S ien e and Te hnology,
University of Twente,
P.O. Box 217,
7500 AE Ens hede,
The Netherlands
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a list of

E-mail: P.J.Kellyutwente.nl
Tel.: +31-53-4893166
Homepage: http:// ms.tnw.utwente.nl/

from whom parti ulars about ea h of the positions
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an be obtained.

Post-do toral Resear h Position
in Mole ular Dynami s and Nano-Metallurgy
ICB, Université de Bourgogne, Dijon, FRANCE
"Mi ros opi

A Postdo

study of Nanometri

Metalli

Multilayer"

position is available for one year starting Mid September-O tober 2009.

Des ription:
A nanometri

metalli

multiplayer (N2M) A/B is

metals A-B-A- . This spe i

onstituted by alternated very thin sli es of

morphology indu es a high rea tivity whi h is used for te hno-

logi al purposes like welding of amorphous materials or sensitive

omponents.

N2M obtained

by nano-deposition of metals are out of equilibrium systems. Their stability will depend on the
ompetition between the ex ess of free, interfa ial and elasti
s ale indu es very strong

energies. Moreover the nanometri

omposition gradients. It is espe ially interesting to study the rea tive

me hanisms asso iated with phase transformation at nanos ales under su h non-equilibrium
ditions when an exothermi
to understand these

front propagates in N2M. A mi ros opi

on-

approa h is highly promising

omplex phenomena and mole ular dynami s is espe ially suited for simu-

lating the behavior of metals. During his(her) stay in our resear h team, the

andidate will fo us

on the study by mole ular dynami s of a N2M with a liquid/solid interfa e to understand how
the mi ros opi

properties inuen e the dynami al and stru tural formation of intermetalli s.

Appli ation:
The post-do toral
nami s,

andidate should be familiar with

omputer s ien es ( lassi al mole ular dy-

omputer programming) and/or physi al metallurgy.

The position is open to non-Fren h young PhD (less than 5 years) who have never re eived a
salary in Fran e for resear h a tivities.
The duration is one year. The net annual salary is 24,000 Euro.

The appli ation deadline is 15th of July 2009.
The appli ations should in lude :
- Appli ation letter highlighting relevant experien e
- CV (mail, pla e and date of birth, nationality, marital status, personal address in the
of origin)
- List of publi ations

For further information and appli ation submission, please

oren e.barasu-bourgogne.fr
olivier.politanou-bourgogne.fr
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onta t:

ountry

POST-DOC Position
IEMN-CNRS LILLE, Fran e
We have an opening for a 1-year postdo , to be

arried out in the Theory Group at the IEMN (In-

stitute of Ele troni s, Mi roele troni s and Nanote hnology) in Lille, Fran e (http://theory. o.nr)
starting O tober 2009. The proje t will be
stret hing of biomole ules (oligosa

entered around the theory of

onta t me hani s and

harides, gly oproteins), and mole ular adhesion on surfa es,

studied by Mole ular Dynami s and other atomi -s ale simulation methods.
The su

essful appli ant will have a PhD in physi s,

hemistry, materials s ien e or related dis-

iplines, with an adequate ba kground knowledge of mole ular physi s, physi al

hemistry,

on-

densed matter physi s, statisti al me hani s; experien e in Fortran/C programming on Unix/Linux
lusters; mole ular visualization.
Send appli ations with detailed CV and referen es to Prof. Fabrizio CLERI:
fabrizio. leriuniv-lille1.fr
Home of famous s ientists of the past, su h as Louis Pasteur, Albert Calmette, Jean Perrin,
Lille is a lively

ity ideally lo ated at the heart of Europe (1hr from Paris, 1h20 from London,

30' from Bruxelles, 2h from Amsterdam, by fast train). The Lille area (pop. about 1,2M) hosts
outstanding R&D fa ilities in nanote hnology, spe tros opy, laser physi s, tele om, IT, hemistry,
and is renowned for a world- lass

luster of resear h institutes fo used on biomedi al resear h.
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4 Abstra ts
Magneti ground state and multiferroi ity in BiMnO3

I. V. Solovyev

Computational Materials S ien e Center,
National Institute for Materials S ien e,
1-2-1 Sengen, Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305-0047, Japan

Z. V. P helkina

Institute of Metal Physi s, Russian A ademy of S ien es-Ural Division,
620041 Yekaterinburg GSP-170, Russia

Abstra t
We argue that the entrosymmetri C2/c symmetry in BiMnO3 is spontaneously broken
by antiferromagneti (AFM) intera tions existing in the system. The true symmetry is
expe ted to be Cc, whi h is ompatible with the non ollinear magneti ground state, where
the ferromagneti order along one rystallographi axis oexists with the the hidden AFM
order and related to it ferroele tri polarization along two other axes. The C2/c symmetry
an be restored by the magneti eld B ∼ 35 Tesla, whi h swit hes o the ferroele tri
polarization. Our analysis is based on the solution of the low-energy model onstru ted for
the 3d-bands of BiMnO3 , where all the parameters have been derived from the rst-prin iples
al ulations. Test al ulations for isostru tural BiCrO3 reveal an ex ellent agreement with
experimental data.
Referen e: JETP Letters

89 (2009) 701

Conta t information: SOLOVYEV.Igornims.go.jp
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Ele troni stru ture and ioni ity of a tinide oxides from
rst-prin iples al ulations

L. Petit, A. Svane

Department of Physi s and Astronomy, University of Aarhus,
DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark

Z. Szotek, W. M. Temmerman

Daresbury Laboratory, Daresbury, Warrington WA4 4AD, UK

G. M. Sto ks

Materials S ien e and Te hnology Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37831, USA

Abstra t
The ground state ele troni stru tures of the a tinide oxides AO, A2 O3 and AO2 (A=U,
Np, Pu, Am, Cm, Bk, Cf) are determined from rst-prin iples al ulations, using the selfintera tion orre ted lo al spin-density (SIC-LSD) approximation. Emphasis is put on the
degree of f-ele tron lo alization, whi h for AO2 and A2 O3 is found to follow the stoi hiometry,
namely orresponding to A4+ ions in the dioxide and A3+ ions in the sesquioxides. In
ontrast, the A2+ ioni onguration is not favorable in the monoxides, whi h therefore
be ome metalli . The energeti s of the oxidation and redu tion of the a tinide dioxides is
dis ussed, and it is found that the dioxide is the most stable oxide for the a tinides from Np
onwards. Our study reveals a strong link between preferred oxidation number and degree
of lo alization whi h is onrmed by omparing to the ground state ongurations of the
orresponding lanthanide oxides. The ioni nature of the a tinide oxides emerges from the
fa t that only those ompounds will form where the al ulated ground state valen y agrees
with the nominal valen y expe ted from a simple harge ounting.
(Submitted to Phys. Rev. B)
Conta t person: Leon.Petitstf .a .uk
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Strain ee ts in group-III nitrides: deformation potentials for
AlN, GaN, and InN
1

Qimin Yan1, Patri k Rinke1, Matthias S heer1,2 , Chris G. Van de Walle1

Materials Department, University of California, Santa Barbara, CA 93106-5050, USA
2
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Plan k-Gesells haft,
Faradayweg 46, 14195 Berlin, Germany

Abstra t
A systemati density fun tional theory (DFT) study of strain ee ts on the ele troni
band stru ture of the group-III nitrides (AlN, GaN and InN) is presented. To over ome the
de ien ies of the lo al-density and generalized gradient approximations (LDA and GGA) the
Heyd-S useria-Ernzerhof hybrid fun tional (HSE) is used. Cross- he ks for GaN demonstrate
good agreement between HSE and exa t-ex hange based G0 W0 al ulations. We observe a
pronoun ed nonlinear dependen e of band-energy dieren es on strain. For realisti strain
onditions in the linear regime around the experimental equilibrium volume a onsistent and
omplete set of deformation potentials is derived.
(submitted to: Appl. Phys. Lett.)
Conta t person: Qimin Yan (qiminengineering.u sb.edu)
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Lo al investigation of femtose ond laser indu ed dynami s of
water nano lusters on Cu(111)

Mi hael Mehlhorn1, Javier Carras o2,3, Angelos Mi haelides 3,
and Karina Morgenstern1

Institut für Festkörperphysik, Leibniz Universität Hannover,
Appelstraβ e 2, 30167 Hannover, Germany
2
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Plan k-Gesells haft,
Faradayweg 46, 14195 Berlin, Germany
3
London Centre for Nanote hnology and Department of Chemistry,
University College London, London WC1E 6BT, UK
1

Abstra t
We explore the dynami s of low temperature interfa ial water nano lusters on Cu(111) by
femtose ond-laser ex itation, s anning tunneling mi ros opy and density fun tional theory.
Laser illumination is used to indu e single mole ules to diuse within water lusters and
a ross the surfa e, breaking and reforming hydrogen bonds. A linear diusion probability
with laser ÿuen e is observed up to 0.6 J/m2 and we suggest that diusion is initiated by
hot ele tron atta hment and deta hment pro esses. The density fun tional al ulations shed
light on the detailed mole ular me hanism for water diusion that is determined by the lo al
stru ture of the water lusters.
appeared in: Phys. Rev. Lett.

103, 02610, (2009)

Conta t person: Angelos Mi haelides (angelos.mi haelidesu l.a .uk)
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Coupled luster ben hmarks of water monomers and dimers
extra ted from DFT liquid water: the importan e of monomer
deformations

Biswajit Santra1, Angelos Mi haelides1,2, and Matthias S heer1

Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Plan k-Gesells haft,
Faradayweg 46, 14195 Berlin, Germany
2
London Centre for Nanote hnology and Department of Chemistry,
University College London, London WC1E 6BT, UK
1

Abstra t
To understand the performan e of popular density-fun tional theory (DFT) ex hangeorrelation (x ) fun tionals in simulations of liquid water, water monomers and dimers were
extra ted from a PBE simulation of liquid water and examined with oupled luster with
single and double ex itations plus a perturbative orre tion for onne ted triples [CCSD(T)℄.
CCSD(T) reveals that most of the dimers are unbound ompared to two gas phase equilibrium water monomers, largely be ause monomers within the liquid have distorted geometries.
Of the three x fun tionals tested, PBE and BLYP systemati ally underestimate the ost
of the monomer deformations and onsequently predi t too large disso iation energies between monomers within the dimers. This is in marked ontrast to how these fun tionals
perform for an equilibrium water dimer and other small water lusters in the gas phase,
whi h only have moderately deformed monomers. PBE0 reprodu es the CCSD(T) monomer
deformation energies very well and onsequently the dimer disso iation energies mu h more
a urately than PBE and BLYP. Although this study is limited to water monomers and
dimers, the results reported here may provide an explanation for the overstru tured radial
distribution fun tions routinely observed in BLYP and PBE simulations of liquid water and
are of relevan e to water in other phases and to other asso iated mole ular liquids.
(submitted to: Journal of Chemi al Physi s)
Conta t person: Angelos Mi haelides (angelos.mi haelidesu l.a .uk)
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Theory of shape evolution of InAs quantum dots on
In0.5Ga0.5As/InP(001) substrate

P. Kratzer1, A. Chakrabarti2, Q.K.K. Liu3, and M. S heer4

Fakultät für Physik, Universität Duisburg-Essen,
D-47048 Duisburg, Germany
2
Raja Ramanna Centre for Advan ed Te hnology, Indore 452013, India
3
Theoretis he Physik, Hahn-Meitner-Institut, D-14109 Berlin, Germany
4
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Plan k-Gesells haft,
Faradayweg 46, 14195 Berlin, Germany
1

Abstra t
In this work, the quantum dot (QD) formation of InAs on In0.5 Ga0.5 As/ InP(001) has
been studied theoreti ally using a hybrid approa h. The surfa e energies were al ulated using density fun tional theory. For the elasti relaxation energies ontinuum elasti ity theory
was applied. This hybrid method, as already shown in the literature, takes into a ount the
atomi stru ture of the various fa ets of the QDs as well as the wetting layer. Our study deals
with the aspe t of shape evolution of InAs QDs on a ternary substrate : It shows how the island shape lose to equilibrium evolves with varying volume in InAs/In0.5 Ga0.5 As/InP(001)
epitaxy. Overall, our study indi ates that for this system, there may exist two paths for
island growth: one path involves an early energeti stabilization of at, hut-shaped islands
with high-index fa ets (that may persist due to kineti limitations), while the other path
invol ves islands with larger height-to-base ratio that develop low-index fa ets. At large
volumes, the steeper, but more ompa t islands tend to be energeti ally mo re favorable
ompared to the elongated shapes.
appeared in: New. J. Phys.

11, 073018 (2009)

Conta t person: Peter Kratzer (Peter.Kratzeruni-duisburg-essen.de)
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Stru tural stability and magneti and ele troni properties of
Co2MnSi(001)/MgO heterostru tures: A density fun tional
theory study

B. Hülsen1, M. S heer1 , and P. Kratzer2

Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Plan k-Gesells haft,
Faradayweg 46, 14195 Berlin, Germany
2
Fakultät für Physik, Universität Duisburg-Essen,
D-47048 Duisburg, Germany

1

Abstra t
A omputational study of the epitaxial Co2 MnSi(001)/MgO(001) interfa e relevant to
tunneling magnetoresistive (TMR) devi es is presented. Employing ab initio atomisti thermodynami s, we show that the Co- or MnSi-planes of bulk-terminated Co2 MnSi form stable
interfa es, while pure Si or pure Mn termination requires non-equilibrium onditions. Ex ept
for the pure Mn interfa e, the half-metalli property of bulk Co2 MnSi is disrupted by interfa e bands. Even so, at homogeneous Mn or Co interfa es these bands ontribute little to
the minority-spin ondu tan e through an MgO barrier, and hen e su h terminations ould
perform strongly in TMR devi es.
appeared in: Phys. Rev. Lett.

103, 046802 (2009)

Conta t person: Peter Kratzer (Peter.Kratzeruni-duisburg-essen.de)
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Two-dimensional ele tron gases: Theory of ultrafast dynami s of
ele tron-phonon intera tions in graphene, surfa es, and quantum
wells

M. Ri hter1, A. Carmele1, S. Buts her1 , N. Bü king1, F. Milde1,
P. Kratzer2, M. S heer3 , and A. Knorr1

1

Institut für Theoretis he Physik, Te hnis he Universität Berlin,
D-10623 Berlin, Germany
2
Fakultät für Physik, Universität Duisburg-Essen,
D-47048 Duisburg, Germany
3
Fritz-Haber-Institut der Max-Plan k-Gesells haft,
Faradayweg 46, 14195 Berlin, Germany

Abstra t
Many-parti le ele tron-phonon intera tion ee ts in two-dimensional ele tron gases are
investigated within a BornMarkov approa h. We al ulate the ele tron-phonon intera tion
on a mi ros opi level to des ribe relaxation pro esses of quantum onned ele trons on
ultrafast time s ales. Typi al examples, where two-dimensional ele tron gases play a role,
are surfa es and two-dimensional nanostru tures su h as graphene and quantum wells. In
graphene, we nd nonequilibrium phonon generation and ultrafast ooling pro esses after
opti al ex itation. Ele tron relaxation dynami s at the sili on(001)2 × 1 surfa e exhibits two
time s ales, orresponding to intrasurfa e and inside bulk-s attering pro esses. For GaAs
quantum wells, we present broad emission spe tra in the terahertz range assisted by LOphonons of the barrier material.
appeared in: J. Appl. Phys.

105, 122409 (2009)
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Hubbard-U Band-Stru ture Methods
1

R. C. Albers1, N. E. Christensen2 , A. Svane2

Theoreti al Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory,
Los Alamos, NM 87545, USA,
2
Department of Physi s and Astronomy,
Aarhus University, DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark

Abstra t
The last de ade has seen a large in rease in the number of ele troni -stru ture al ulations that involve adding a Hubbard term to the lo al density approximation band-stru ture
Hamiltonian. The Hubbard term is then solved either at the mean-eld level or with sophisti ated many-body te hniques su h as dynami al mean eld theory. We review the physi s
underlying these approa hes and dis uss their strengths and weaknesses in terms of the larger
issues of ele troni stru ture that they involve. In parti ular, we argue that the ommon
assumptions made to justify su h al ulations are in onsistent with what the al ulations a tually do. Although many of these al ulations are often treated as essentially rst-prin iples
al ulations, in fa t, we argue that they should be viewed from an entirely dierent point
of view, viz., as phenomenologi al many-body orre tions to band-stru ture theory. Alternatively, they may also be onsidered to be just a more omplex Hubbard model than the
simple one- or few-band models traditionally used in many-body theories of solids.
(J. Phys.: Cond. Matter, a

epted)

Manus ript available from:

ond-mat: arXiv:0907.1028 or email: svanephys.au.dk
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Absorption Chara teristi s of a Quantum Dot Array Indu ed
Intermediate Band: Impli ations for Solar Cell Design

Stanko Tomi¢a), Tim S. Jonesb) , and Ni holas M. Harrisona,c)

Computational S ien e and Engineering Department,
STFC Daresbury Laboratory, Cheshire WA4 4AD, United Kingdom
b)
Department of Chemistry, University of Warwi k,
Coventry CV4 7AL, United Kingdom
c)
Department of Chemistry, Imperial College,
London SW7 2AZ, United Kingdom
a)

Abstra t
We present a theoreti al study of the ele troni and absorption properties of the intermediate band (IB) formed by a three dimensional stru ture of InAs/GaAs quantum dots
(QD's) arranged in a periodi array. Analysis of the ele troni and absorption stru ture
suggest that the most promising design for an IB solar ell material, that will exhibit its own
quasi-Fermi level, is to employ small QDs (∼ 6-12 nm QD lateral size). Use of larger QDs
leads to extension of the absorption spe tra into a longer wavelength region but does not
provide a separate IB in the forbidden energy gap.
(Applied Physi s Letters

93, 263105 (2008)
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Ex itoni and biex itoni properties of single GaN quantum dots
modelled by 8-band k · p theory

Stanko Tomi¢(a) and Nenad Vukmirovi¢(b)

Computational S ien e and Engineering Department,
STFC Daresbury Laboratory, Cheshire WA4 4AD, United Kingdom
(b)
Computational Resear h Division, Lawren e Berkeley National Laboratory,
Berkeley, California 94720, USA
(a)

Abstra t
Ex itons and biex itons in GaN/AlN quantum dots (QD) were investigated with spe ial
emphasis on the use of these QDs for single photon sour e appli ations. The theoretial methodology for the al ulation of single-parti le states was based on 8-band straindependent envelope fun tion Hamiltonian, with the ee ts of spin-orbit intera tion, rystaleld splitting, piezoele tri and spontaneous polarization taken into a ount. Ex iton and
biex iton states were found using the onguration intera tion method. Optimal QD heights
for their use in single-photon emitters were determined for various diameter to height ratios.
The ompetition between strong onnement in GaN QDs and internal ele tri eld, generally reported in wurtzite GaN, was also dis ussed, as well as its ee t on appearan e of
bound
(A

epted for publi ations in Physi al Review B )
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5 SCIENTIFIC HIGHLIGHT OF THE MONTH

Ab initio methods for biologi al systems: state of the art and perspe tives

Leonardo Guidoni1, Carme Rovira2 , Marialore Sulpizi3
1 Dipartimento di Chimi a, Ingegneria Chimi a e Materiali, Università degli Studi de L'Aquila,
Italy

2 Computer Simulation and Modelling Laboratory, Par

Cientifì

de Bar elona, Bar elona,

Spain

3 Cambridge University Centre for Computational Chemistry, Cambridge, United Kingdom

Abstra t
Ab initio quantum me hani al simulations of biologi al systems are expanding their apabilities to approa h a variety of fundamental problems in biology. We review the progress on
method development in the eld a hieved in the last years, fo using on emerging te hniques
that might be ome more relevant in the near future. A brief survey on re ent appli ations
in the eld of enzyme atalysis and al ulations of protein redox properties is also reported.

1 Introdu tion
In the last years biology entered the post-genomi

era, expanding the resear h eorts from the

single mole ule studies to the extensive study of interplay between dierent biomole ules.
large eort is

A

urrently ongoing on protein networks and protein-protein intera tions resear h

with the main target to bridge the stru tural and bio hemi al properties of individual biologi al
mole ules with their

olle tive behavior in

ell

y les and signalling [1℄. Bridging these s ales is

an fundamental step in the knowledge of biology and it will bring more quantitative des ription of
biologi al phenomena, opening new perspe tives in drug design, te hnology and medi al resear h.
At the same time, and from the side of Biophysi s and Stru tural Biology, a me hanisti

approa h

to many biomole ules is made possible thanks to the growing availability of experimentally
determined 3D mole ular stru tures rened with atomi

resolution. Using stru tural information,

single mole ule manipulation, and spe tros opy, is nowadays possible by experiments to unravel
movements and ele troni
In this

properties of living matter with a

urate and time resolved details [2℄.

ontext, mole ular modelling is also expanding its role. The understanding of the details

at the atomi

level of the intera tions between proteins, nu lei

drugs has a quired a renovated key role in the

a ids, substrates,

ofa tors and

ontext of quantitative biology and post-genomi s.
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A variety of simulation te hniques, ranging from ele troni
mole ular dynami s (MD) and
spe tros opi

stru ture

al ulations to

lassi al

oarse grain models, has to be used to bridge the gap between

data, stru tural information, and biologi al signi an e.

The quantitative and

detailed understanding of properties and mole ular me hanisms of biomole ules has been re ently
the subje t of dierent ab initio studies in the eld of photore eptors [36℄, ele tron transfer
and redox proteins [7, 8℄, transition metal enzymes [9, 10℄, and

omputational (bio)spe tros opy

(in luding opti al, infrared, Raman, EPR, and NMR spe tros opy) [1113℄.
From the point of view of the atomisti
lenge our

omputer modelling, two levels of

ommunity for the next years: the intrinsi

and the ne essity to

hemi al

omplexity will

hal-

omplexity of the biomole ules

over the gap, in term of size and time, between what has to be simulated

at the quantum level and all the rest of the (ne essary) biologi al environment. The a

ura y of

ab initio mole ular dynami s based on Density Fun tional Theory (DFT) is su ient to provide
a

orre t des ription of the ele troni

for spe i

stru ture for large

lasses of biomole ules, but not always

sets of problems in the eld of multi- enter transition metal enzymes, photore eptors

and ele tron transfer proteins.

The

oupling between DFT-based ab initio MD and

lassi al

mole ular dynami s, in the framework of Quantum Me hani s / Mole ular dynami s simulations [14, 15℄, has su

essfully

ontributed to link the quantum properties of an a tive site to the

whole biomole ular environment for a variety of systems [1619℄.
Here we will shortly overview the

omputational methods used in the eld of biomole ules men-

tioning also a sele tion of emerging methods that may have an in reasing relevan e in the future
for the study of the ele troni
number of appli ations, being
to several a tive groups.
on biologi al systems

stru ture of biologi al systems.

We also report a very limited

ons ious that it will not be able to

Complementary and more

over important

ontributions

omplete surveys on ab initio modelling

an be found in a previous newsletter [20℄ and in several reviews on the

subje t [2125℄.

2 Methods
2.1

Classi al, Quantum and hybrid Quantum/Classi al simulations

Dealing with ele troni

stru ture

of the biomole ules at the level of

al ulations of biomole ules

lassi al mole ular dynami s. The use of for e-eld based MD is

indeed ne essary, either to enhan e the sampling of the
hybrid methods, the environment that
omputational
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−

annot abstra t from a des ription

onformational spa e or to in lude, using

annot be des ribed at the full quantum level be ause of

osts. Classi al, i.e. for e-eld based, setups of biologi al systems have typi ally

105 atoms and a sampling of the phase spa e is

bond breaking/forming barriers.

ru ial to over ome

Enhan ed sampling te hniques

onformational and

an signi antly improve the

exploration of the phase spa e of biologi al ma romole ules and rea tive systems. Among the
others, the re ently developed metadynami s [26, 27℄ has been su
simulations

oupled with

essfully used in biomole ular

lassi al [28, 29℄ and ab initio mole ular dynami s [30, 31℄.

Ab initio mole ular dynami s at nite temperature is

ommonly used to study biologi al systems

in the framework of Density Fun tional Theory [32℄ be ause of the good
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ompromise between

hemi al a
is

ura y and

omputational

osts. The

ru ial for many biomole ules. Gradient

proa hes may be preferred a

hoi e of the ex hange- orrelation fun tional

orre tions are usually ne essaries and dierent ap-

ording to the kind of system and

popularity of BLYP fun tional [33, 34℄

omes from its

al ulation performed.

The

apabilities to give a good des ription for

hydrogen bonding systems [35, 36℄. The B3LYP hybrid fun tional [37℄

an provide a better esti-

mate of rea tion barriers [38℄ but it has not been extensively used so far in ab initio MD be ause
of the high

omputational

ost of its implementation within a pure plane-wave s heme. Be ke

and Perdew [33, 39℄ fun tionals are preferred for transition metal
Burke and Ernzerhof fun tional [39℄ is more used in ex ited states
are

omplexes whereas Perdew,
al ulations. Two alternatives

urrently used in ab initio mole ular dynami s: a pure plane wave (PW) approa h and a

Gaussian and plane wave (GPW) method [4042℄.

In the PW method

ore ele trons

an be

repla ed using norm- onserving (Trouillier-Martins [43℄, Goede ker, Teter and Hutter [44℄) and
non-norm- onserving ultrasoft (Vanderbilt [45℄) pseudopotentials. The Gaussian and plane wave
method oers a

onvenient alternative, spe ially suited for the use of hybrid ex hange- orrelation

fun tionals. Re ent simulations of several tens of pi ose onds on liquid water re ently demonstrated the possibility to perform ab initio MD using B3LYP fun tional [46℄.
the inability of

To

ir umvent

urrent ex hange- orrelation fun tionals to in orporate dispersion for es, a pseu-

dopotential s heme has been developed by the group of Rothlisberger [47, 48℄. Higher angular
momentum dependent terms of the pseudopotentials are optimized using

orrelated

al ulations

referen es, obtaining very good results for weakly bound systems [49, 50℄ and liquid water [51℄.
Using hybrid Quantum Me hani s / Mole ular Me hani s (QM/MM) approa hes it is possible
to limit the size of the part of the system that is des ribed at the quantum level to the atoms
belonging to the rea tive part of the system (for instan e the a tive site of the enzyme or the
hromophore of a photore eptor), whereas the rest of the atoms (protein and solvent) are treated
at the

lassi al for e-eld level. Quantum Me hani s and Mole ular Me hani s system

oupled in a fully Hamiltonian way using the s heme from Rothlisberger and

an be

oworkers [14, 15℄.

A re ent extension of QM/MM te hniques in the PWG approa h is reported by Laino et al.
[52, 53℄. A more extensive method overview of QM/MM appli ations to biomole ules has been
also reported in several reviews [2025, 54℄.
It is interesting to note in the literature an expansion of ab initio MD te hniques to the study
of systems that were previously
is represented by potassium

onsidered well des ribed by

hannel proteins, usually treated at the level of

sin e no bond breaking or forming pro esses is o
hannel pore. On the
the permeating

lassi al me hani s. One example

ontrary, ab initio

ations and the protein

lassi al me hani s

urring during ion permeation through the

al ulations demonstrated that the intera tion between

arbonyl ligands

annot be straightforwardly des ribed by

standard nonpolarizable for e-elds [16,55,56℄. In addition, the permeation me hanism is
with a proton transfer between surrounding ionizable residues [57℄ that

oupled

annot be modelled

lassi ally.

2.2

Cal ulations of redox properties

Redox properties

an be

al ulated a

ording to a MD method based on Mar us theory [58℄ as

originally proposed by Warshel [59℄. This s heme has been developed and implemented for use
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in DFT based ab initio mole ular dynami s simulations [8, 6064℄. For a large

lass of proteins

the ET a tivity falls within the Mar us regime, and the oxidation free energy (∆A) and the
reorganization free energy (λ) for the half rea tion
the verti al ionization energy (∆E), a

an be

omputed from ensemble averages of

ording to the following equations:

1
(h∆Eired + h∆Eiox )
2
1
λ = (h∆Eired − h∆Eiox )
2

∆A =

(1)
(2)

Subs ripted angular bra kets denote averages over equilibrium traje tories of the system in redu ed (red) and oxidized (ox) state. In the hybrid s heme used for the study of redox properties
in rubredoxin and whi h we review as an example here
the atomi
to

ongurations are extra ted from

ombine the long time s ale a

methods to

is still

lassi al simulations.

essibility of the

omputed using DFT but
The aim of the method is

lassi al model with the quantum-me hani al

al ulate ionization energies. When the size of the system does not permit a full DFT

al ulation a QM/MM approa h
For

∆E

an be used to

al ulate the energy of single

onguration [7,65℄.

al ulations of redox rea tions in proteins an important issue is to have reliable starting

stru ture for the initial

ongurations of the oxidized and redu ed forms. Indeed proteins

undergo some major rearrangement upon oxidation/redu tion whi h

an

an be quite di ult to

model.
Another issue regards the quality of our DFT des ription for the metal
GGA fun tionals have been widely employed for
are not a

fun tional a

In the

enters where ele troni

orrelation plays

ase of rubredoxin, whi h we will dis uss in a following se tion, the

ura y has been tested

(Fe(SCH3 )4 ) with previous

2.3

al ulations on biologi al systems, but they

urate enough for the des ription of metal

an essential role.

enters. In parti ular

omparing ele tron deta hment energies of small

lusters

al ulations and experimental data.

Emerging te hniques

For many

hemi al and bio hemi al systems, DFT turned out to be a good

method reliability and

omputational

mole ular dynami s, the

ost. Albeit this su

ess in stati

ompromise between

al ulations and ab initio

urrent approximations to the ex hange- orrelation fun tional are sour e

of well-re ognized and serious failures [66℄. Systems where these limitations are evident are for
examples, free radi als and transition metals with semi-lled

d−shell

(su h as Cr, Mo, Fe, Ni,

Mn) [67℄. The drawba ks also ae t the time dependent version of Density Fun tional Theory
(TD-DFT) [68℄,

ausing unsatisfying estimates in the

al ulation of ele troni

ex itations of a

variety of mole ular systems, one among the simplest being liquid water [69, 70℄.
orrelated quantum
luster (CC), and
the required

The use of

hemistry te hniques, su h as perturbative methods (MP2,MP4),

oupled

onguration intera tion (CI) are limited to rather small biomole ules be ause

omputational resour es grow very rapidly with the system size (see for instan e

ref. [71℄). The sear hing for highly-a

urate and size-s alable quantum algorithms will be in the

next years a

ommunity working on ab-initio methods for biomole ules.

ru ial

hallenge for the

An in omplete survey on emerging te hniques is reported hereafter.
DFT extended s hemes were proposed to study transition metal
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omplexes be ause of the di-

ulties en ountered by

urrent fun tionals to

espe ially in multi- enter transition metal
the spin

oupling

onstant

J

arrying out independent
spin states

orre tly estimate the ele troni

omplexes. In the so

between antiferromagneti ally

al ulations for several spin

orrelation ee ts,

alled broken symmetry approa h

oupled metal

enters is estimated by

ongurations. The energy of all dierent

an be subsequently estimated using a Heisenberg Hamiltonian with

te hnique has been su

essfully used to study iron-sulfur

oupling

J.

This

atalyti

enters [72℄ and it has been

re ently extended and applied in an ab-initio mole ular dynami s

ontext [73℄. The dynami al

magnetostru tural properties of the

2F e − 2S

iron-sulfur

luster of ferredoxin were studied us-

ing QM/MM [74℄, revealing the time-dependent interplay between the magneti
the di-iron

enter and the protein environment.

for transition-metal a tive site

properties of

Another extension of DFT methods relevant

hemistry is the DFT+U method, where a generalized-gradient

approximation is augmented by a Hubbard U term [75℄. A self- onsistent DFT+U approa h has
been re ently shown to su

essfully reprodu e the ele troni

properties of the iron dimer and the

spin and energeti s of gas-phase iron-based rea tions [76, 77℄. Although not easily generalized to
all transition-metal systems, both the above
a

omputational eort

ited methods have the advantage that they require

omparable with that of plain DFT.

Green's fun tion based methods, su h as GW approximation and Bethe-Salpeter equation are
traditionally used to

al ulate ele troni

bined approa h with

lassi al mole ular dynami s, these methods have been re ently su

extended to

ex itations in

ondensed matter systems [78℄. In a

om-

essfully

al ulations of absorption spe tra of liquid water [70, 79℄. The ex ited state proper-

ties of the indole mole ule, the aromati
studied in solution by

omponent of the tryptophan amino-a id, has been also

al ulating ele troni

ex itations using many body perturbation theory on

snapshots extra ted from a QM/MM simulation based on DFT [80℄. These en ouraging results
suggests that Green's fun tion methods
ele troni

an be suitable and aordable te hniques to study the

ex itations of other biomole ules that

annot be properly approa hed using TDDFT.

Another emerging te hnique in the eld of biomole ule is Quantum Monte Carlo. It has been
su

essfully employed in the past to

orrelations play a
expanded its

ompute ground-state properties of systems where ele tron

ru ial role (see for instan e the review [81℄). An extended formulation has

apabilities to investigate ele troni ally ex ited states [82℄.

traditionally largely applied in many body physi s and in Bose
to

orre tly ta kle di ult

[84, 85℄, ele troni

ases in quantum

ondensates, has been also used

hemistry su h as: radi als [83℄, transition metals

ex ited states [82, 86℄, anion-π and

π -π

intera tions in aromati

van der Waals for es [88℄, and hydrogen bonding intera tions [89, 90℄.
systems, the water dimer dispersion

The QMC method,

mole ules [87℄,

For hydrogen bonding

urve was investigated both at the Variational Monte Carlo

and at the Diusion Monte Carlo level [90℄. The experimental binding energy and the MP2 energy
urve as a fun tion of the distan e between the two water mole ules for the dimer were fairly
reprodu ed. The physi al interpretation of the resonating valen e bond variational wave fun tion
oered also the possibility to disse t the

ovalent and dispersion van der Waals

ontributions to

the H-bonding energy, estimated to be about 1.5 and 1.1 k al/mol, respe tively. The energeti s
of larger water

lusters were also investigated by QMC and

From the side of ele troni

ex itations, QMC

ompared with MP2 and DFT [91℄.

al ulations have shown to provide the

orre t

ex ited state energy surfa e in one of the most representative example of TDDFT failure, the
protonated S hi-base model [82℄, whi h is a small analogue of the retinal protonated S hi base,
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chair conformation
4

C1

skew-boat conformation
(more stable)
1

S3

Figure 1:

Minimum energy stru tures obtained from QM/MM simulations of the enzyme-

substrate

omplex of Ba illus 1,3-1,4-β -glu anase, a family 16 gly oside hydrolase (Referen e:

Biarnes et al. J. Biol. Chem. 2006). The substrate (a 4-methylumbelliferyl tetrasa

haride) is

shown in li ori e representation.

the

hromophore of rhodopsin.

3 Appli ations
3.1

Enzyme

atalysis

The way enzymes perform its

atalyti

fun tion has long fas inated not only biologists but also

hemists and physi ists [9294℄, be ause subtle

hanges in the spe ies involved (e.g.

ligand,

substrate, enzyme) may lead to serious diseases [95℄. Therefore, elu idating how enzymes work
at the atomi

level is extremely relevant to nd better drugs. S ientists have long sought the

origin of the lowering of the a tivation energy barrier by enzymes, i.e. whether they stabilize the
TS or raise the relative energy of the substrate (substrate preorganization [96℄). Nevertheless,
the mole ular details of many enzymati

me hanisms still remain a mystery. Very often

ysis depends on the interplay between stru ture/ele troni
instan e, a distortion of one single sugar unit from a
for gly oside hydrolases to break the gly osidi
distortion raises the
thus favoring

harge at the anomeri

hair

bonds in

atal-

reorganization and dynami s.
onformation to a boat-like is

For

ru ial

arbohydrates. At the same time, the

arbon and elongates the gly osidi

bond distan e,

atalysis [97℄ (Figure 1).

Another example is the binding of oxygen to myoglobin (Mb) and hemoglobin (Hb). The heme
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a tive

enter

hanges its ele troni

onguration upon binding, from a high spin (i.e. maximum

number of unpaired ele trons) to low-spin state, at the same time that the bond between the iron
atom and the oxygen ligand develops [98℄. The de omposition of the superoxide radi al (O2 )

−

into hydrogen peroxide and oxygen by superoxide dismutases, for instan e, involves
the

hanges in

oordination state of the a tive spe ies as well as in their oxidation states [95℄. De iphering

these pro esses from an ele troni
behind the enzymati

point of view is ne essary for understanding the me hanisms

atalysis, as well as designing small mole ules able to ae t the biologi al

fun tion of the protein.
In the past few years, ab initio methods have

ontributed important insights into the

atalyti

me hanisms and stru tural features of a variety of enzymes (for re ent reviews see e.g. [54℄; [99℄).
This progress has been possible also be ause of the in reased

omputer power, and the

development of te hniques su h as QM/MM and methods to a

ontinuous

elerate sampling of free energy

surfa es (metadynami s [26℄, transition path sampling [100℄ or steered mole ular dynami s [101℄).
Be ause of the large number of ab initio appli ations to enzymes that appeared in the literature
in the last few years, it is

learly impossible to review all of the work appeared so far.

Here

we will review only few representative examples, hoping to give a avor of whi h problems
an be addressed nowadays with ab initio methods. Metal- ontaining proteins represent almost
half of the proteome of living organisms.
and plays a role in

atalysis.

Zin

metallo

Very often, the metal is present in the a tive site

β -la

tamases (Mβ Ls) hydrolyze the

β -la

tam N-C

2+ ions. Ab initio QM/MM simulations
bond of β -la tam antibioti s aided by one or two Zn
have shown that the exibility of the

Zn2+

oordination sphere plays a key role in the enzyme

M g2+ ions are present in several enzymes that hydrolyze

rea tion [54, 102℄.

su h as epoxide hydrolase and ATPases [103℄. In both

hemi al bonds

ases, ab initio and QM/MM simulations

in luding solvent water mole ules in the QM region found that the water mole ules assist the
hemi al rea tion.

These

al ulations were done in moderately large systems (about 50 QM

atoms) but required large simulation times (100-200 ps). Similarly, two

M g2+

metals support

the formation of a metastable intermediate along the rea tion in ribonu lease H, but the role of
solvent waters in mediating proton transfer events is

ru ial ( [104℄). All these works suggest the

general importan e of expli itly in luding solvation ee ts at the
des ription of an enzymati

me hanism at the atomi

Hemeproteins (metalloprotein
proteins and enzymes that

atalyti

site for the

orre t

level.

ontaining a heme prostheti

group) are an important group of

arry out a variety of relevant biologi al fun tions, in luding oxygen

transport and storage (hemoglobin and myoglobin), ele tron transfer ( yto hromes), disproportionation of toxi

hydrogen peroxide ( atalases) and oxidation of substrates (peroxidases). This

diversity of fun tions originates from the versatility of the heme group and the variety of intera tions with protein s aolds that generate dierent heme environments [105℄.
the large size of the iron-porphyrin (38 atoms), ab initio

Be ause of

al ulations in hemeproteins are par-

ti ularly demanding [106℄ (e.g. the iron-porphyrin, without the substituent groups forming the
heme, plus several protein residues in its vi inity easily makes about 150 atoms) [107℄. For the
hybrid

atalase-peroxidase, whi h

ontains a Met-Tyr-Trp addu t above the heme (essential for

atalysis), the number of QM atoms to be in luded is about 250 [10℄. During the last few years,
a large eort has been devoted not only to
ele troni

stru ture (e.g.

hara terize rea tion intermediates with a

the main rea tion intermediate of the rea tion
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omplex

y le of peroxidases,

atalases,

yto hrome P450 and nitri

oxide synthase is an oxyferryl-porphyrin

ation radi al

named " ompound I", Cpd I [107, 108℄) but also in elu idating the me hanism of their formation/disappearan e [108, 109℄. For peroxidases, in whi h the a tive site is solvent-exposed, the
me hanism of Cpd I formation was found to rely on the entran e of water mole ules to the a tive
site [109℄. Again, this reinfor es the a tive role that water mole ules play in enzyme
In

ontrast to peroxidases, the a tive site of

atalysis.

atalases is buried in the protein. Catalase Cpd I

rea ts with hydrogen peroxide (H2 O2 ) and de omposes it to

H2 O

and

QM/MM metadynami s simulations have shown that there are two
de ompose hydrogen peroxide [9℄. One of them is

O2

(Figure 2).

ompeting me hanisms to

onsistent with previous proposals based on

stru tural information, whereas the other one explains the results of kineti

investigations on

enzyme mutants.
Another problem in this eld that has been investigated

on erns the long-standing question

of how myoglobin dis riminates between poisonous CO and O2 .

During the past de ade, it

was demonstrated that CO distortion is not responsible for CO dis rimination [110112℄.

De

Angelis et al. re ently quantied the relevan e of other fa tors, mainly hydrogen bonding of the
bound oxygen [113℄. A large eort has been also devoted to investigate how hemoglobins from
dierent spe ies bind oxygen [114℄. Ab initio

al ulations have also

ontributed to understand

the sometimes ambiguous iron-oxygen distan es found in X-ray stru tures of heme proteins [107,
115, 116℄.
It should be taken into a

ount that ab initio modeling of enzymes needs a

input. As the number of high resolution stru tures of
analysis

an be performed. This is the

omplex systems in reases, more a

urate

ase, for instan e, of re ent studies on membrane proteins

[117119℄, photoa tive proteins [17, 120122℄ or DNA-protein
X-ray stru ture of a

urate stru tures as

omplexes.

The re ently solved

omplex between photolyase and a double-stranded DNA oligomer provided

a suitable starting stru ture for performing

omputational studies to elu idate the me hanisti

nature of the photo hemi al repair. QM/MM mole ular dynami s simulations [123℄ elu idated
the role of the various amino a ids in the a tive site of the damaged DNA-enzyme

3.2

omplex.

Redox properties in proteins

Bio-inorgani
IUBMB

oxidation/redu tion enzymes and metalloproteins represent more than 40% of

lassied proteins and are not only vital to biologi al energy

sis and respiration, but are also

onversion in photosynthe-

riti al to a growing number of signalling pro esses governing

gene regulation and expression [124℄. Understanding the me hanism of ele tron transfer (ET)
between two metal sites or metal site and organi

substrate is therefore of both theoreti al and

pra ti al importan e. The key question is how metalloproteins

ontrol whi h pro esses are ther-

modynami ally feasible (i.e., redu tion potentials) and how fast they o
Some of the issues that have been raised in this
range ee ts, in essen e the

oordination

ontext

on ern the

ur (i.e., rate

onstants).

ompetition between short

hemistry of the metal ion, and long range ee ts, for

example the reorganization of the protein, the pla ement of harged and polar residues, the a
to the solvent. Related to this is the question of the relative importan e of ele troni
ee ts, su h as the dieren e between hard and soft ligands and ele troni
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ess

relaxation

polarization of the

(a)

.

Cpd I (Heme+ -FeIV=O) + H2O2

Heme-FeIII + H2O + O2

(b)

Energy (kcal/mol)

products

pathway
B

pathway
A

reactants

Figure 2:

(a) The mole ular me hanism of the

rea tants and produ ts).

(b) The

atalase rea tion (optimized stru tures of the

orresponding rea tion free energy surfa e obtained from

QM/MM metadynami s simulations using two
et. al. J. Am. Chem. So . 2009.
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olle tive variables.

Referen e: Alfonso-Prieto

protein, versus the reorganization due to atomi
In this highlight we dis uss as an example the
[8℄, a small and

motion.

al ulations of redox properties of Rubredoxin(Rd)

omparatively simple iron-sulfur protein. This is a parti ularly interesting

sin e it is possible to

ombine a full ab initio des ription of the ele troni

ase,

stru ture of the protein

in expli it solvent with sampling of the relevant time s ale of the protein dynami s using a
hybrid method based on a for e eld mole ular dynami s / density fun tional theory s heme.
Applying this s heme within the framework of Mar us theory [58℄ we are able to reprodu e the
experimental redox potential dieren e of 60 mV [125℄ between a mesophili
rubredoxin within an a

and thermophili

ura y of 20 mV. The redox potential is modulated by the hydrogen

bond intera tions of the ligand

ysteines with the NH groups of nearby residues with a stronger

network of hydrogen bonds leading to more positive redu tion potentials. We also

ompute the

reorganization free energy for oxidation of the protein obtaining 720 meV for the mesophili
590 meV for thermophili

variant. De omposition of the reorganization energy using the

and

lassi al

for e eld shows that this is largely determined by the solvent, with both short range (an oxidation
indu ed

hange of

oordination number) and long range (diele tri )

higher value for the mesophili

form

ontributions. The 130 meV

an be attributed to the dierent diele tri

response of

the solvent in the surrounding of the a tive site. These results underline the importan e of a
mole ular des ription of the solvent and of a

orre t in lusion of polarization ee ts.

A major advantage of a DFT s heme here is that it a
in response to oxidation/redu tion.

ounts for ele troni

Su h ee ts in lude ligand-metal

adjustment of hydrogen bond strength of

relaxation ee ts

harge transfer and the

oordinated protein residues and solvent.

Within

a DFT des ription of the verti al ionization energy for the entire solvated system, as applied
here, also the instantaneous equilibration of ele troni
distribution is in luded.
energy

ompared to a

This

harge

an lead to a signi antly lower estimate of the reorganization

lassi al model with xed

We have shown that with modern
are within rea h and

polarization to the new solute

harges.

omputational methods

al ulations on a full small size protein

an oer a powerful predi tive instrument to quantify properties, su h as

the reorganization energies, whi h are not easily measured by experiments.

4 Con lusions
In the last years ele troni
expanded their
in reasing

stru ture te hniques and ab initio mole ular dynami s have further

apabilities to understand stru ture/fun tion relationships of biomole ules to an

lass of systems. In this brief review on the state-of-the art of methods and appli ations

we have tried to make a survey on the last progresses in the eld that might be representative
but far from being
to ta kle with su

omplete. Two main problems are
ess a wider

and the quality of the ele troni

lass of

urrently preventing ab initio

al ulations

hallenging problems in biology: the size of the systems

stru ture methods. QM/MM methods are a rst step to try

to ll this gap and further development of multis ale methods is desirable in the future.

We

have also seen how dierent emerging quantum te hniques seem promising starting points to
go beyond standard DFT

al ulations. Thanks to this double eort, we may hope to ta kle in

the next years open questions in ele tron transfer, ele troni
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ex itations of photore eptors, and

Figure 3: Representative MD onguration of rubredoxin generated from a 1IRO
[126℄ as employed in the DFT
31.136, 28.095, 30.502 Å

rystal stru ture

al ulations. The periodi ally repeated simulation

+
ontains the protein, 678 water mole ules and 9 N a

ell, with edges

ounterions. The

orange isosurfa e represents the spin density for the oxidized state ( harge 0, spin 5/2) at 0.005
a.u.. Hydrogen bonds between sulfur atoms in the a tive
are also highlighted.
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enter and nearby ba kbone NH groups

multi- enter transition metal proteins.
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